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Mr. Henry H. Bryant, one of the most
influential and highly respected citizens
in in a r gion, Wai asoideneally shot
and hided Saturday In a hunting camp
near Brinkley, Ark. The distressing
news was received here lest night by
telephone from tliarktvilie and caused
widespread sorrow. Me. Bryan was a
--emd.teasapiesans entespilte:
siadiity and hit d mob leaves * 'Seam*
that will not moon be filled. His friends
In Hopkinerville ware legion and to-day
expressions of grief over his death and
sympathy for hia family have been
heard in all eire.es.
About two weeks ago the Grimy
Hunting Club, of which Mr. Bryant
was a member, left Gracey for Salim-
eas to open.' some time hunting and
fishing on Weise River. They arrived
safely. and had enjoyed a thoroughly
snommetul outing.
Saturday the members began packing
their outfit preraratory to breaking
osattp and returning home. Mr. Bryant,
Mr. J. P. Watson, of Gracey, and Mr.
B. P. Turney, of Cerulean, were togeth-
er in a tent cleaning their guns. A rifle
In the hands of Mr. Watson was acci-
dentally discharged. The ball struck
Mr. Bryant, entering his left side and
passing through his abdomen. Death
ensued in less that five minutes.
Th. body arrived as Clarksville at
$ It sat. inoratog. Funeral services
will be held at the Preseyterian church
In that oily at 3 o'clock this afternoon.
Tomorrow morning the remains will be
brought hers on the 9:45 Louisville &
Nashville train and .will ha taken to
Grimy over the Illinois Central, arriv-
ing there as 11:50. There the remains
will be met by the friends and relative@
Ky. This union gave one child.
During his residence in Christian.
Bryant wee one of the county's
known and most publio-spirited
sena. Be sabecribed liberally to
Oruo Valley railroad, and was in




April hatched. Ouly a
and only a few days at
price. Be quick and
one to improve your oh
ens. CARL 0. MOO
Etopkinsville
From FrIday'sVally.
Mr. J. E. McPherson received
gram this morning stating th
' Frank MoJorab died last night o
1210131a at the home of his paren
and Mrs. John MeClomb. in Lou
Re had been ouly tire days. Th
nutesmmaina IleeeleW
many Monk aI lb* dal $1/*
city.
Kr. MlOomb was born in
villa Aug. 18, 1870. When he
years old his parents removed
villa. • He had many relatives h
frequently visited them. Mr.
was one of the most popular you
In Louisville. and was that city'
lug athlete. He served with t
Kentucky regiment in the Sp
American war. After the war
stoned charge of the Petineylvan
Assurance agency in Louisville
Funeral services will be held lb
Ignition
Mr. Geo. V. Green, of this city,
candidate for the position on the
prison commission which will be
vacant by the expiration of Sit
George's term. Orining from W
Kentucky with the prestige of d
guished service for the party and
long loyalty to Democracy, Mr.
is certain to command a large follb
12 the General Assembly. It was
county's Republican majority of 1,
was reduced to about 600.
Thousands Have Kidney Troub
and Don't Knew it.
and taken at once to the family burping mow To Fled oat.
grounds where the interment will take Fill a bottle or common glass with yo
water and let it stand twenty-four hours;place I he deceased was a consistent
Christian, and a member of the Presby•
tartan church.
Kr. Bryant was a leading farmer of
°airliner' meaty up t i three years ago
when, after being elected a tobacco in-
spector by the Clarksville Board of
Trade, he removed to Clarksville to re-
tide. He was one of the most efficient
and popular inspectors that Clarksville
has wee had sad was closely ideetifted
with ette business interests of the town.
He was born in Ohriatian meaty Feb-
ruary 9, 1843. Iris parents being Law-
mos and MI &refire Harrison Bryant.
He acquired a goo I eda.3ation at the
wanly schools. His term of abut four
hundred aUtde Lear Grace, was mei of
Ike most bighly culti•ated and
d in the clotity. and Mr Bryant
was one of 0 iriatieu'it malt 41100.1salo.
farm -re and eueek rant- rs.
In the fall of 1861, Mr Bryant enlirt-
ed in the gaghth Kenta.lty Lase:Ty
(Oontaderate). He wig Aft-I-wards tsk•
ell meek and %yes cedearg-ii. At 'goo as
be recovered his nemb i.e j iined 'Mor-
gan's Cavalry and servee with it until
Ike close of the war. El' achieved an
tuneable reputation for bravery and wil-
low conduct on the field of baste. He
was a member of the Ned Mertwether
Oamp, od shim city, and when he went
to Clarksville to live hi. m •mbenhip
warn tranaf-rred to the Forbes' Bivouac.
,...eotilirtPffilderePesarried to Miss Blanche
Farmer, a daughter of Capt. John S
Peruser, of Logan oouuty. Sven child-
ren were born to teem, but aone sur-
vives Swami yeses after the death of
him Arse wife; Mr. Bryant married Mies
Mary Guthrie, a daughter of John
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pass It or pain in
the back is also
convincing proof that the kidneys and blad-
der are out of order.
What to Do.
There is comfort in the knowledge so
often expressed, that Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-
Root, the great kidney remedy fulfills every
wish in curing rheumatism. pain In the
back, kidneya liver, bladder and every part
of the urinary passage. It corrects inability
to hold water and scalding pain in passing
It. or bad effects following use of liquor,
wine or beer, and overcomes that unpleasant
necessity of being compelled to go often
during the day, and to get up many times
&dint the night. The mild and the extra-
ordire'ry effect of Swamp-Root is soon
realad. It stands the highest for its won-
derful cures of the most distressing cams.
If you need a medicine you should have the
best. Sold by druggists in 50c. and 31 Mies.
You may have a sample bottle of this
w.diderf ul discovery
and a book that tells
more about it. both sent
absolutely free by mail,
address Dr. Kilmer & sees or seamiamee
Co., Binghamton. N. Y. When writing men-
tion reading this generous offer In this paper.
Forbes & Bro. are now completing for
Mr. J. H. Eggleton the last of .even
pretty cottages on Cleveland avenue
This p3rtion of the city is being rapidly
developed and peopled with a substan-
tial class of citizens.
CAN'T YOU GUESS.
There will be a wedding on Jan. 10,
in which the principals will be two of
the city's most popular people. Don't
get impatient, now; you will know all
about it in due time
I AM SS YEARS OLD, and nneet used any rem-
equal to Dr. Bell's Pine-Trr-Honey. It give.;
quick sad permanent relief in pip as well as coughs
Mid COMe. It makes weak lifse.stront.
-Mrs. M. A. M Paducah, Ky.
Complexion of City Coun-




Nearly three weeks have passed since
the election. Ordinarily excitement
has abated and the current of life re-
sumed its normal and ofttimes monoto-
nous channels in DIU time. But these
be unprecedented days in old Kentucky.
We are still waiting on the tip-toe of
egpectancy to hear something drop.
We do sot know yet adanii9
esmmy she executive chair at Frank
fort during the ensuing four years.
There is also considerable doubt about
the complexion of the city council of
Elopkinsville. Although Messrs. Flack
and Fritz received certificates of elec-
tion to the council 'from the Sixth and
Second wards, respectively, there have
been dev elopements which may further
complicate the situation and result in
the seating of their Democratic oppon•
eats, Messrs. Wall and Ware.
Notices of contest were served Satter.
day on Flack and Frits by Messrs Wall
and Ware The latter claim that both
the citizens' ticket candidates are inel-
igible, and say that they can back chute
oontentions with such positive proof
and such legal precedents as the council,
which passes upon the eligibility of its
members, cannot afford to ignore. Mr.
Fritz's seat will be contested on the
ground that he had not been a resident
of the city or State six months preced-
ing the election at which he was chosen.
It is claimed that he removed with
his family to Nashville, Tenn., within
Az months before the election, that he
was in the employe of the L & N. rat:-
company there and moved to
&Ashville with the intention of making
hat city his future home.
Mr. Flack's seat is contested on the
rounds of inoompaUbility of. offices
r. Flack holds a commission from the
•vernor of Kentucky as a coromis•
•oner for slit Waters Asylum; be
Ids a commission from the Federal
ernment its supervisor of census for
• Second Kentticky Oongressional
strict. It is oontentedp Mr. Wall
d his attorneys that Flack cannot
utility as a member of city council
bile bolding these conflicting corn.
Melons.
The eligibility of the gentlemen will
pawed on by the councilmen whose
a are unchallenged at the first meet-
January.
The situation was further completed
morning by the filing of an apple
on for a mandatory injunction in
Circuit Court requiring the Chris-
county election commissioners to re-
bit) and count the vote of Hop-
ovate Precinct No. 1. This appli-
n was made by Mr. Jackson Tate.
candidate fur Councilman in the
Ward. Notice was served on Mr. H
Tibbs, who received the certificate
'action, 111,. Tate having at one
e announced that he would not con-
Mr. Tibbs and the election nom-
oners were notified that the mo-
would be argued before Judge
k at Eddyville Friday. The pe-
n praya that the commissioners be
ered to reassemble in this city Bet-
sy for the purpose of counting the
And thus the matter stands, offering
interesting subject for argument and
ulstion while we wait.
We bring to you the new and true from the piney
forests of Norway-
Nature's most natural remedy, improved by science to
a PLEASANT, PERMANENT, POSITIVE CURE for
cough, colds and all inflamed surfaces of the Lungs
and Bronchial Tubes. The sore, weary, cough-worn
Lungs are exhilarated; the microbe-bearing mucus is
cut out ; the cause of that tickling is removed, and
the inflamed membranes are healed and soothed so
that there is no inclination to cough.
HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY *ENTUCKY FRIDAY, DECEMBER 1, 1899.
Tobacco men are preparing for an un-
usually active season. Representative@
of the local trade are already circulat-
ing among the leading producers of
Christian county inspecting the new
crop and many pan:Maitre are reported
at satisfactory prices. The new crop
will be on the market and breaks rather
earlier than usual. Several warehouses
have received consignments from the
purchase counties already
The loose dealers and rehandlers are
expecting one of the busiest sessions in
the history of the market and ars in
creasing their facilities preparatory to
taking care of the business. Messrs.
Gaither & West are making an xten-
sive addition to their re-handling house
on Ninth street.
Mr. Jas. Higgins will soon complete a
factory on Fourth street, 48:113 feet in
dimensions.
Nearly all of the factories and re-
handling houses will soon be in opera-
tion with full complements and there
will be no lack of work for those who
prefer employment to idleness.
CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.
The Kind You Have Always Bought
Bears Um
eignatine of
Gish & Garner's Wild Goose Lini
ment cures rheumatism aril neuralgia
T TOUCHES THE SPOT. At all druggist
Keitucky.
A meeting of the Executive Com-
mittee of the Warmers' Institute, Sec-
tion No. 3, was held this week at Rua
sellville. The following officers were
selected, wbo will, :in connection with
she Executive Committeeman selected
by each county agricultural and im
provement society, have control of the
institution of the section; U. 0 Burghs,
of Warren, Chairman; George V.
Green, Christian. Vice Chairman; and
G. F. Giving, of Logan. Secretary and
Treasurer.
The following are the counties oom-
posing the section, the executive com-
mitteemen of the counties and the dates
and places for holding the institutes.
Oa ld well -M . J. Groom, of Princeton,
November 29 80
Hopkins-C. E. Morton, of Madieon-
vele, December 1.2.
Christian-O. F. Jarrett, of Hopkins-
villa, December 4-5
Todd-P.O. Duffy, of Elkton, Doom-
her 6 7.
Logan-G. F. Givens, of Russellville.
Decemter 8 9
Muhlenberg-Dr J G. Bobannan, of
Greenville, December 11 13
Warren-M 0. Hughes, of Bowling
Green, December 18 14.
Simpson-J. W. Donning, of Frank-
lin, December 15 18
Barren-John H Bowie., of Glas-
gow, December 18 19
Hart-H. H Linly, of Munfordville,
December 20-21.
From Saturday's daily.
Mr. Walter Goode and Miss Addle
May Yancey, a well known and highly
connected couple residing near Pon.,
will be joined in marriage Sunday mor-
ning by Rev. Jas. Oaleman, of the Bap-
tist church.
1. .a. a. .
%an it. ilkKiii6 You Hall Mean Bali%
&guitars
or
Fiposial at n Oren 1 to collections
Will practice I urta a Christian and ad-
joining coon OMee Webber Block
back of Court so.
Oeteopattt.3r.
All curable diseases suomestuity treated
without the use of drugs or knife.
Jne. g. Oldham, 15.0.; Mrs. Lula B. Old-
ham, D. O.; Mrs. Jost* B. Gregory, I) 0..
graduates American School of osteopatat.
Kirksville, We. Corner lath and Libra y
streets. If o. 611. Oonsultatiou and OIS21111111-
tion tree
Saving extra freight, agent' commission
and have the best of work
Dr AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICE.
You will find yourself well paid by dealing
with the home shop, Yours truly,
ROST. H. BR OWN
THE HISTORY OF A CASE
Cured by Osteopathy at
rranitha,
[By John B. Crofton, Boa lit g Green, Ky.]
In the spring of 1895, my daughter,
Ruth Crofton, complained of a pain in
her right knee. My wife bathed it with
some linament, etc., but the knee con-
tinued to swell and the pain increased.
We then took her to a physician, but as
my daughter received no benefit from
the treatment, she was then taken to
one of our oldest and beet physicians.
After trying the effect of two or three
remedies, this ohysician, in connection
with another, came and put this limb in
plaster of parts.
Seeing that my daughter was grow.
Log weaker and that the knee was get-
ting worse, I asked the attending physi-
cian to call another doctor. He readily
consented and brought the doctor who
has the reputation of being one of the
best surgeone in Bowling Green Of
course they did not let me hear what
passed between them, but I went to this
servant the next day and asked him
what he thought of the ease. I asked
him if he thought medicine was going
to cure her. He said: No, I am afraid
not. Then I asked him if he thought
an amputation necessary. Hie reply to
this last question was: You have the
our church (Cumberland Presbyterian)
In Bowling Green, Rev, W. T. Ferri
son, D.D , told me to write to Rev. J. B.
Mitchell, of the Cumberland Presbyte-
rian church in Kirkville and ask his
opinion, This I did. Dr. Mitchell
promptly replied that Dr. Still was a
man of fine intellect and a sound mind,
and that there had been some remarka-
ble cures performed by the Osteopath.,
remarkable because Osteopathy had
been resorted to after physicians of
other schools had failed to effect a care.
Had Dr. McCormack succeeding in driv-
ing the Osteopaths from Kentucky I in-
tended to take my daughter to another
Infirmary beyond his reach. Bat he
failed in this attempt to have them
indicted, though many means were
used.
When I decided to take my daughter
to Franklin, I wrote to Dr. Briggs and
asked him for my account, telling him
I was going to try Osteopathy. Be sent
the bill and said he had become attached
to the child while there and he had no
faith in the treatment, and after I was
satirfied that it would not benefit her he
would like another chance. Dr. Briggs.
and indeed all the phygicians, bad been
very kind to her.
It was March when she went under
the treatment and she continued *mil
August and improved all the time. She
took no medicine during this Mme.
,From two crutches she soon went to ore
crotch and a cane, then to the cane
alone and finally laid aside the crane.
She weighed 68 pounds when she went
to the Infirmary, now she weighs 108 or
104. She limps a little yet from Wit,
I think. Her limb that waa snMked
; and withered Is nearly the sales al the
I arranged with the attending Orli-
clan to take my daughter to Nasnythe
to consult Dr. 0. S. Briggs. The result
of this consultation was that my daugh-
ter was placed in Dr. Briggs' private In-
firmary December 14, and a surgical ap-
pliance made for her. The object of
this appliance was to pull the knee joint
apart. 
From the 14th of December unti
about the first of March she was a pa-
tient of Dr. S. Briggs. Bat she gain-
ed nothing by her stay theft.. deed it
was while on the train returning from
a visit to her that I met a gentleman on
that train who in conversation with me,
after hearing the story of my daughter's
Aitction, told me of Judge Goodnight's
wonderful recovery while under treat
went with the 0 deopaths.
I had little confidence in the new
treatment, I assure you, but after think-
ing over it a few days, I;maue up iny
mind to go and talk to Judge Goodnight
regarding the case. Even after hearing
him tell of what it had done for him
and what he had seen it do for others, I
still doubted. Oa the 9th of ,arch I
went to Franklin and consulted the
operators at the Icflrmary, and arrang
ed to take my daughter there for exam
'nation. They told me that her hip Wat•
involved. I banded them the money
for a month's treatment for her, and
told them I had no faith in their 0.teo
Why, but I would try It for a month
From early in the fall le-fore tilts trait
my oanghter had only slept two nights
all night The only sleep she got erne
while under the tidiaence of o. latest
When the a if.-ct of these peeped off she
was awake and suffering with mere or
less pain. After taking liar SO the In-
firmary in Franklin te ire for treatment
they theoght it best that we arra.ige 60
keep le-r in Franklin. fo givo them
the 01 portunity to procure the hest re-
sults, I arranged for my wife and
daughter to board in Franklin near the
firmary To settle the partnership of Massie &
My daughter had not been under CI lane r wall on THURSDAY, DEC
other. One would have to look close to
notice the difference.
As to the history of the case I can re
far to our pastor, Dr. W. T. Ferguson,
or any of our church people here or any
of my kind neighbors who did Mt much
to try to relieve the sufferings of my
daughter.
I referred to the part which Dr Me
Oormadr played. I can not see why he
-Mould persecute these Osteopaths. They
do cure many camel, many they do not.
Allopating and all their schools of
medicine have the same experience.
Personally I have nothing against Dr.
McCormack I think he is a good phy-
sician, and why he should wage warfare
on these peeple is more than I can Mk
The better class of our citizens do -SOS
approve it.
treatment two weeks before we saw an
imprevemeet in her condition She got
-o she could sleep and her appetite im-
proved. She had a pair of crutches, but
when she went there she wait too weak
to We them The treatment gave her
strength and she toted her crutches,
even going out of doors when the weath-
er would permit. One other matter I
wish to state here, as I said she bad
taken quite a quantity of paregoric
This had caused constipation and no al
after beginning the treatment, my wife
wished to give my daughter ROMP lass
Sive medicine. To this the doctors of
the Infirmary Objected, saying that they
could overcome this constipation with
out the medicine, and much to oar sur-
prise and gratification they did
Soon after my daugher went to Frank
Mr John C. Crofton, the author of
the above article, has been a resident of
the city of Bowling Green for nearly
five years. He is a l000m?tive engineer
on theLonisville and Nashville Railway.
Mr. Crofton is a men ber of the Cumber-
land Presbyterian church and has high.
moral and financial standing in the city.
The foregoing article is from a private
letter to Judge I. H. Goodnight. -
For any further information and cata-
logue and journal, address Southern
School and Iefirmary of Osteopathy,
incorporated, Franklin, Ky.
J. F. Shelton & Soti have jest
some fancy horses at fancy prices tothe
McKeage boys and to Elijah Bills Of
Lafayette, Ky. They repen-also
purchase. here and at Hopkinaville.
number of i ery fine hones The horse
market is quite active, the demand for
f .mily horse. being partionlarly strong
L -at Chronicle.
14, 99, on the farm of W. G Massie, 5
miles from Hopkinsville, on the Ru-
sellville road, sell at public motion the
following property: 4 head of go et
work mules, 1 good mare, 2 Jersey oews
hinder, cultivator, plows, harness, all
kinds of agricultural implements
M ABSIE & GUNTER.
Hughes' Tonic.
It "run-down,"- "played-out,"-
just what 3 ou need. Promotes
heal, hy appetite-strengthens.
You will fee better after second
dose. Try it.
Better Than Quinine because it
l
Regulates Liver and Bonds.
State 
for treatment, the Secretary of the
Invigorates the Whole System.
Board of Health commenced war
upon the Osteopaths. I heard reports 
It will do the work--no after
depression, no ear buzzing or
that Dr. Still, the discoverer or fountirr deafness. CERTAIN cure for
of tie science, was crazy. The pastor of CHILLS an I MALARIAL FE-
VEHS. Guaranteed. Al drug-
gists. Don't sof ept any substi-





Everybody is "In stale quo," Orem h•
lessly expectant, yet almost hopelessly
now, of • satisfactory adjustment of
election mutest..
There is one robbery to record. B. A.
Whittook's store house was robbed of
shoes, clothing and the small change in
cash drawer-about seven dollen and
assize cheeks. This is the second rot-
bery at the same window since June.
Ten days since, a young negro attack-
ed with violence Mr. Jno. D. Jens.,
barely/ missing, with a rock, Mrs. Jones.
The officers are on the alert for him.
The county teachers' assooistiov
meets at Beverly Academy tomorrow,
and a pleasant and edifyinm entertain-
ment is exeected.
Mr. and Mrs. Livy Leavell have a
little household queen, her reign dating
from the 19th. Both are now, to a de-
gree, imperialistic.
Wheat looks well. A fine crop b
gathered and shocks are baled.
Toba000 buyers are around and a.
farmers are selling who can 00021121112.
their price. More soon.
Nov. 24, '89.
The work of remodeling the Beard
building at the corner of Main and
Eighth streets is progressing most satis-
factorily. The new arrangements of
the interior will afford considerable
more space for the display of goods and
give much additional display of shelf
room. It is thought that the building
will be ready for occupancy by Frankel
on Dec 10.
Judge Robert Crenshaw has sold his
farm-the old Carney place-near Wal-
Ionia to H. P. Judd, of Pembroke, for
$3,600. There are about SOO acres in the
tract Mr. Judd will not; take posses.
session until January 1901, and Mr. Jas.
S. Cunningham, who rented the place
some time ego, will work the farm next
year.-Cadiz Reoord.
From MatUrda)'s daily.
The following order was littered on
the minutes of the °multi wart in
the clerk's office this morning:
Ordered that 0. A. Brasher, 0. F.
Garnett, J. T. Walker, W. R. Renshaw,
(ieo. N. Johnson, T. M. Barker, T. L.
Moss, be and they are berel.y appointed
Supervisoes of the Assessors Books for
the year 1900. And they will convene
at the court house in Hopkinsville, Ky.,
on Monday, January I, 1900.
Frorraturday's daily.
brie. Mollie Mrjor gave a wedding
dinner yesterday at her home on the
Canton pike, three miles from the city
iu honor of Mr. John Madison Major
and his accomplished bride, nee Wil-
ford. About seventy-five guests were
present and the occasion was made thor-
oughly elijoyable to all
THE NOISE
Prices Beal
Are you in line? If not get in line of the
3IG BARGAIN SALE that is now on. All goods
haveadvanced, and we offer the people an op-
portunity to save money. It is not enough that
-we do as well as others. Trade leadership de-
mands that we offer exceptional Inducements
all the time. We keep people moving inward
and goods moving outward by moving prices
downward. Here's what hloay on's Big Store
offers to its many customers. Every depart-
ment complete:
10 pieces all wool Coverts worth 60c
at 35c
5 pieces imported Novelty Dress
Goods, worth 65c for 35c.
5 pieces Broadcloth, all colors, with
$1 00 at 50c.
1000 yards Flannelette Sc.
1000 yards Outing Cloth 8c.
New line of Calicoes
New line of Percales.
We have a few Ladies' Jackets
and Cloaks that we've carried over
from last season. They are a little
out of st7le, and we will offer) them
at the following p.ices.
The $5.00 and $6.00 Jactiel;:$2.60
The $10.00 Jac, eta at $5 00.
" 15.00 700
" 20.00 8.00.
We are also showing an "up to
date" line of stylish Jacket. from
$6.00 to 25.00.
New Plush Capes, worth $4.00 at
$3.15.
New Plush Capes, worth $5.00 at
$400.
New Plush Carey, worth $7.00 at
$5.25.
New Plush Capes, worth $10.00 at
$6.75.
One line of Ladies' Tailor-Made
Suits, reduced from 86.00 to
$3.60.
Ladies' wonted shirt waists, Mind-
lamely braided, $1.75.
Ladies' worsted shirt waists, hand-
somely braided, $1 98.
75 yards white Table Linen at 20o
per yard.
76 yards white Table linen. 70 jukes
wide, reduced from 50c to $5.
per yard.
76 yards bleached Table Linen, 70
inches wide, reduced from 70o
to 49e per yard.
50 yards bleached Table Linen, 72
inches wide, reduced from $1.25
to 85c per yard.
25 dozen Napkins at 24c per dap,.
Good Linen Napkins at 45e per dui.
" at 49e "
at 750 44
at 90e "
at II 25 "
at $1 60 "
Good Cotton Crash at to per yard.
G000 Linen Crash at 6 1-9 per yard.
Large Cotton Towels at 5 oent&
Linen Towels at 9 cents
Now, remember, these bargains will not last long, so .
take advantage of the sale.




FOR WOOD AND COAL.
PARKER, SMITH. AND OTHER standai d makes of hammerless
and hammer shot guns., Black Powder and Smokeless Powder
Loaded Shells. Careful attentiou to orders for apeeial loads.
FINE RUSSIA LEATHER and Heavy Duck Legging.
RODaERS' RAZORS.-A full line of this celebrated brand of
Razors on the way. Be here by Thanksgiving.
WANT A GOOD GRATE that will throw out twice the heit your
old one does with half the coal? Let us take out your old one
and put in a genuine Radiant Grate and you will get $. When.
you punch the ashes out they go up the chimney instead of up on
the mantle. tIncrease the warmth and reduce the coal bill.
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ne year:
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atoeneville Dispatch 
Valoorsalt Ooortsc-Jonraal. 
New York Wale 
raise with say
-sr sewspees in tae Oa=
COURT DIILIVTORY.
Oncon Oclynr—IPint Monday in has
mid fourth Monday in February sod fier-
bomber.
QuanTIMLY 00VIrr—eemmtl litendaye
habry, April. July and October.
Iaa*LOou*y—FtrM Tuesday in April
and Gobbet.
Coarr Courte—Ftra Monday in evel7
atmak.
TRANKSGIVINO MY • PIIICLAMATION.
An tastemedag study is pressailed by
the Theakagiving proolassaheas a the
genes= of the several sea& They
am for the mese part forma as.
Illtheriedgement of the bleeding' the
people have nostred daring the pest
yew sad suggestbas that aeknowledge
mead of these blessings be mode to
Doily. bat a few no noesphomil In both
leaguers sad spine. The longest moo-
hmodon loiSISI was that of Genesee
lee V. henna a Mbecturi sad it is the
area mama el the series. Hs appeoves
at lie tastibtion el the day and he ob-
serves°, by the gathering Math* of
members a families hag eigenesd.
ra• Ala mem for thooktubsens. so-
amines to the Mbeenri misealfee, is
then "war amain& tribalism* in the
' ustversal bounties ti/ eaten, made up
el air and light,: rata and ennehian
asiliug Heide, flowing streams sad
richly Mond mines, has not failed es."
The preetanamion ot Governor Gage e/
OaliNnaia. Ben to that of our own
Eberinner, h the sherMet. as Governor
Stephose h the Ingest
h hem& aresalksi this teasels,-
wiy.,"ta &easels* to the turmoil and
gosisseetweby MOM et ostalsg ogees a
day far labile thsakagivIag sad payee
ta &WOW OM and for She porter.
Ram 01dedIabla verbs) sad, hilt.
sr In soatoroley with the getelamades
d peskleal" Aid *al Is all NM
Woe it, nide boa lbs distal vintage
As assume ORM& Gamest Tan.
m,01 Masts. IS esosediagly divest In
btu peeelassatten. His private Soon-
MybM $ espy 01 the scriptures Ja bin
Bak. for be bas quoted Ilharally beta
she. and the governor has cased his
sigamaire to the document. dm V-
ream 011* with an mobilo "Tlein's
my sentimeses." "God save the Oom-
meavirealtb of W-_-. 5a" is the
phrase that is appended to to .the pros-
Moen& ot Gov. Walesa
CONTRACTION OF TIM MONEY SUP-
PLY.
Thirty years ago, in leek aeresting
to tbe statistini, the population al the
Unbed bates was IT.TIMAINK sad the
teal mom, of Ihr,j . eirealodar
was 0104.4111.8111. a per tSa at $17-50-
10110, thirty years shammed, with
a peritonea et 71.000,000. More than
doable Ito of tat, the heal saeltaat of
nisetey In oireabbee. as settessied by
the treesury ellisish. is $1,1100.000,000,
allab 0041 per espha.
Time is tow, whit a peratation in
Ma mon lb death thai of leek the
ratio01 shealatien isediam. based of
bobs bubo to somannothiss tbe mow
a ea looms& popelaikin. Is one-
tidrd Ism.
At this rate of eentraolion, thirty
year Mao* the rah 01etroulating
medless to the pesticides will reach
now, but an spier-
tareseas p '- It Is not
a gond lasadal showing. aor does it
haw& the degree al peesponly we en
lead of boasting shoat. The brans
ars Islas be. the revised torah ol
the treasury departmast itself, and ere
aitiemed to be seen& Thin are ease-
moss smuts to be delinseed be.
the Mouse alleged to be In
einalaelon. sash as the on.
Mara moue of Mew WM or destroy-
oa aa4 serried set el the emery by
trowslers, tbe rowel of the missal
tests, whisk the ssisplediar01 ths
 g













Owe The tiettuirat • Mae', Is Or
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oviresey reported two years ago as
antoeuding to nearly $700,000,000, and
whip*at the present time is greater
than Ms. Deducting, or rather separat-
ing, the actual amount of money not in
eireuladea from that alleged by the sus-
Melee to be in circulation, and the per
espies aims& of Dash money In the U a.
lied Meese today will soaroely reach
[11-
Km this does not measure the full
attest of the contraction, because the
demaad far money is measured more
accurately by the volume of business
times by WI ausaber of people, and
while the popalatoa hae more than
doubled stab 1896, the volume of b.tuti-
ases hes been multiplied over fivefold;
debar that. or all our glowing reports of
pgiapiessji. see., are fabrications. The
Masada' record stands, that with a don-
▪ popalatien and five times as much
bedew we have one-third, nay, lees
Shea sin-half, as much So accommodate
Is alL
neatness Omani Be Onred
by boal applioations, as they oan not
rise& the chewed portion of the. ear.
There le ouly one way to ours deafness,
and Mai is by conatitutional remedies.
Deafness Is canoed by an inflamed oon•
&tam of ERR RISCO= lining of the Eus-
minima Tabs. When this tube gets in-
flamed you have a running mound or
imperhot hearing, sac when it is en•
*ay dosed deafness is the result, and
Mans the inflammation can be taken
ewe and this tube restored to its normal
imesdillime hearing wet be destroyed for-
ret ; alas oases out of tea are caned
by oseserhorhlob is nothing but an in.
lamed emadielea of the muoous surf noes.
We will glee One Hundred Dollars
be my Men Of Deelbees (caned by ca-
lash) that aM be eared byLiall's
*Went Ours. _Bend for oiroularearee.
P. J. 01011INY & 0J., Toledo, 0.
Belld by Da/88W 750.
Hall's Pamily Plib are the best.
In an artiste on "Women and the
Binotions," by Prof. Mantergazza, in t
the November Humanitarian, there are
some interesting statistics showing
that them modern sociologists who hold
that yeas& are men's equals in the
lad of criminality are wrong. Here
ere some of than; Man bean, false wit-
sees 100 times to woman's 17. Man for
forgery and counterfeit coining was
convicted 100 times to a woman's 11
In Frame women are summoned before
the tribunals four times less than men.
In 1871 Dr. Nicholson found in the pris-
ms ta Inland 8,218 men and 1,917
woolen.
"Rave by some surgeon Shy lock on
thy charge to stop his wounds lest he do
bleed to death." People can bleed to
death. The loss of blood weakens the
body. It must follow that gain of
bleed gives the body strength. The
strengthening Wool of Dr. Pierce's
Golden Medical Discovery Is in large
part due to its action on the blood-mak-
ing glands and the increased supply of
pure, rich blood it produces. ;It is only
when the blood is impoverished and im-
pure that disease finds a soil in which
So mot. The "Discovery" purifies she
blood and makes it antagonistic to due
sees. When ths body is emaciated the
lungs are weak, and there is obstinate
lingering sash, "Golden Medical Dis-
covery" pan the body on a fighting
footing against disease, and so increases
the Mali* MIO$ disease is thrown off,
and pliyalsal health psrfseely and per-
maseatly restored. It had oared thous-
ands who were hopeless and helpless,
end who had tried all other means of
ors vitt anti.,
firsatpose martial stamps to neer
mute 01 saMlag only will obtain a
copy of De, Plaice's Dominos Reuse
Massa Advisor, 100t pages, in paper
sever. Bead thirly•ons stamps if °loth
Nadia( Is preferred. Address Dr. R.
Y.Pleses, Buffett), N. Y.
Prom the It. Louis Republic: The
spollsmen's heel is off thy deck, Mary-
land, my Maryland ! Old Lowndes was
lotted in the neck, Maryland, my Mary-
landl The Democrat, have made a
coup; Republicans are in the soup;
Throw out your chat and give a et hoop,
Maryland, my Maryland !
From the National Watchman:
"Trues ars experiences," says Hanna.
These combinations are monopolies in
Vie fullest aerie. They hold the pre-
lacies el lair materials, the laborers
and the ommemers by the throat. Their
peepSee is to Amos the people to swell
their odors. TM only thing about
than thetis aperlineetal is to what
ones& the Amide& people will stand
abase beam they will revolt and
Man& these nesseters.
FAUN* IMAKIRATION.
We Mid ourselves out to the world as
dm refuge of the oppremed and down-
trodden of all nations, but the limit of
that charitable principle is reached
when it mass ,to the importation of
pauper slave labor under the guise of
beneficienoe. This is a principle of the
Democratic platform, that our Ameri-
can farmers and artisans shall be pro-
moted in their labor and not be forced
So compete with foreign pauper labor,
and the Democratic party means what
it enunoiates in its platform. By a
strange perversity, the Republican
platform contain' a plank against for
sign inunigsatioe : "For the protection
the quality of our American citizen-
ship, sad of the wages of our working-
men against the fatal aostpetition of
tee-priced tither, we demand that the
tomigraeloa lairs be thoroughly en-
breed, and Is ezensded as to exclude
true ealeame to the Called Slates
three who can neither read or (do)
wile." TM pawner is bad, but that
MIMI bent. The way the Repnbli.
ems party is carrying out this plank in
th pb.litem to by killing the sugar in-
Mary of the United Kates with ths
steep labor of Dabs, Hawaii and the
Pkilipplab Tbe tobacco, rice and a
nankbatle of other industries are to be
reined by the millions of savages, cheap
Mee, pauper labor and slave labor
BM does We protect the wages of
Amebae workingmen? Moreover, so
mooS hi the Republican administration
laths performance of it, duties, so
Masa and honorable e is, that Chinese
&ear labor and the Italian pedrone
mama are permitted entrance to even
scaspine against the &sap labor of the
Sawsliaa and the Filipino, a cheapness
upon obearnees. Yet the Republican
party can honestly say that this is not
foreign immigration; it is only "expan-
sion." If the American workingmen
are to be rained, it matters little wheth-
er that ruination is brought about by
expansion or pauper immigration. The
distinction is not "as wide as a door or
as deep is a well, but 'tie enough." The
Democratic party is opposed to this
method of expansion, and for that it is
denounced as anatohlstk.
OF UNSOUND MIND.
James K. Williamson, • prominent
farmer and a member of • well known
Oshawa] county family, was adjudged
of unsound mind Wednesday and order
ed seat to the asylum here.
'Leading Value in Honest, Well-
made, Trustworthy Black Fabrics that
we can recommend with great otenfi-
dance to our customers.
50c a Yard
Itch!Itch!Itch!




Crricflta Som., to cleanse the skin,
Ormolu. Ointment, to heal the akin, and
CI-MICE/if RESOLVENT, it cool the blood,
make the most complete and speedy care
treatment for torturing, disfiguring hu-
mors, rashes, and irritations, with loss of
hair, which have defied the skill of thebest
physicians and all other remedies.
THE SET $1.25
Or, Rise, act Es , WI
I/Warr/4MM Poems D. AND C. Cone Ream
DEMOCRATS PROTEST. -
Bradley Scored For Interfering With
Election le Louisville.
From Monday • daily,
A mass meeting of Democrats Was
held at the court house at 1 o'clock this
afternoon to protest against the high-
handed and outrageous action of Gov.
Bradley in subverting the civil to the
military authorities in Jefferson county
and invoking federal interference with
the elections.
Dr. John D. Clardy was made chair-
man of the meeting and Mr. T. E.
Bartley secretary. The following com-
mittee on resolutions was appointed: J.
T.LHanbery chaitman,Jas Winfree, W.
H. Faxon, Edgar Major and 0 F.
Dade.:
The committee reported in anbstanoe
the resolutions adopted by Graves coun-
ty Democrats in mrs. conveation Satur-
day, and me tithed in full in the Cour-
ier-Journal this morning. The resolu-
tions were unanymouely adopted, after
wirch the meeting adjourned.
DEAD ON THE TRACK.
From Monday's daily.
The body of a oolored man identified
as a mine laborer, whose home was at
Pembroke and who had been working
at Earlington, was found yesterday be
side the railroad track one hundre
yard' this side of the switch at Dairy.
A hole in his forehead indicated that
he had been struck by the cylinder
cock of a locomotive. Au inquest WAS
held and a verdict returned in accord-
ance with above facts.
BISHOP DUDLEYS VISIT.
From Monday's daily
Bishop Thomas U. Dudley delivered
two sermons of characteristic strength
and eloquence at Grace church yester-
day, speaking at 10:30 a. in. and 7 p. m.
to large congregations. After the
services last night a class was confirmed
by the bishop and rector. Bishop
Dudley and his wife will remain in the





Marriage Menne were leased yeas'.
day to Mr, R. 0, Roes end Miss Actin'
Hill, both rest-dents of the Laylonsville
Vicinity. They were married by Judge
Polk Ouster in his °Moe as the court
house.
W. E. MoOliord and Miss Nora E
Wooseley, of Kelly, will be joined in
wedlock at the bride's home Sunday af-




Lewis Willis an industrious colored
man who lived near _Cesky was found
dead with his face submerged in a
stream of water on Mr. T. L Grahams
farm this morning. He had been cut-
ting sprouts in a field through which
the stream ran. Long snbjects to fits of
epilepsy, it is supposed he fell into the.
(dream and was drowned while sifted
with an epileptic attack. The coroner




Saturday night "Wright's Original
Nashville Students" combined with
"Gideon's Big Minstrel Carnival" hold
the boards. Forty-fire of the best ()color-
ed entertainets in minstrelsy appear It
every performance and good rollicking
fun tins riot f tr three solid hours. The
Nashville students Glee Club and the
Ocidental Quartette furnish the most
beautiful music, rendering sweet Sou-
thern melodies., and fifteen natural col-
ored comedians create uproarious mer-
riment with their bright, up to dat.-
ideas of humor. Slack wire walker,
jugglers, tumblers, aorobats and a soot
of other varied features included in th.
I 
enjoyable program The gallery wil
be reserved . xcitisively for colored peo
pie.
- —
Manager Holland has booked for three
nights, Hart, the "Laugh King" whose
wonderful hypnotic and mind reading
performances created a veritaule sense-
tion in Hopkinsville last season The
engagement begins early in December.
The Van Dike & Eaton Company,
which begins a week engagement here
December 11, is appearing this week in
Evansville, hid. The Courier says:
When the doors opened not a seat
was to be had and (t00 or 600 people
were turned away.
The play was good and well staged
and the company deeerves credit for its
excellent acting. The company is cone
owed of evenly balanced actors and
mtresses who know how to entertain,
their work showed careful study ano
preparation, their wardrobe was as it
4houl,1 have been 'lust right " Thei
ieecialties were well received, and bn
inc verdict is heard this morning ft-on
the 1,600 people preseet : "The bee
popular price oompany ever in Evans•
vile."
AT MURRAY
The Application For Mandatory isjunc-
tin Will Be Argued Friday,
From Tuesday's daily.
The supporters of the Citizens' ticket
are jabilsnt over a technical mistake in
the notice of contest served on Mr. J. S.
Fritz by Councilman Ware. The notice
reads that Mr. Fritz was not a resident
of the "First" ward, and throughout
the notice "First" ward is written
where it should have been ••Second"
ward. It is hardly probable that the
court will take cognizance of such a
tfifiing inadvertence.
Notices were served on Messes Mea-
cham and Feland, of the Oounty Elec-
tion Commission, and H. W. Tibbs, this
morning, that the application for mend-
Awry injunction competing the commis
eoners to re-assemble and count tht
rote of Hopkinaville precinct No. 1, wil
be argued at Murray Friday, Dec. le




Monroe Cox Kills ..Soi" Daniel Near
Guthrie.
A difficulty mooned on the Webb
farm, in the Pond River neighborhood,
four miles from Guthrie, in which a
little boy lost his life.
It seems that Monroe Ot x, white, and
"Son" Daniel, colored, aged 14 yeare,
were out in the farm together when
they became angered.
Cox polled his pockeekeife and cut
Daniel in the bowels, the boy bleeding
to deaeh. No further particulars are
obtainable
HELD TO ANSWER.
The examining trial of John _Mason,
'barged with the murder of Henry
Gaither, resulted In the prisoner being
held over to the Circuit Court.
Mason gave bond for his appearance





so bad for a cough
as coughing.
There's nothing
so good for a
cough as Aye r's
Cherry Pectoral.
The 25 cent PIZ. e it inn right
for an ordinary, everyday cold.
The 50 cent stz. e is bettct for the
cough of bronchitis, croup, grip.
and hoarseness. The dollar sae
is the best for chronic coughs,
as in consumption, chronic bron-
chitts. , asthma, etc.
LYCUROUS CHAN ENS
Au Old And Esteemed Citizen Of This
County Dies At Dawson.
From Wednesday's daily.
Mr. Lycurgus Cravens, one of the
oldeet and most esteemed citizens of
South Christian died at Dawson Springs
at 5 o'clock yesterday morning after an
illness of two months. Mr. Cravens
had gone DIgiViOD hoping to find in its
health giving waters some relief from
the malady which was hastening him to
his grave. He had -been at this resort
a week but his condition did not im-
prove and his death was no surprise
Mr. Cravens was 74 years of age and
had been a resident of Christian county
for many years. He leaves a large
family,all of his children having reached
maturity. He was uncle of Mr. Lucien
Oravene of this city. The body was
erought to Julien, yesterday and at 2
"clock this afternoon the funeral and




McGaughey And Washiegton field Over
Under HOO Bond.
From W tinstlay daily.
James Washington and Charles Mc-
Gaughey, two of the colored men ar-
rested and arraigned in lb. city court
yesterday, charged with breaking into
and robbing the store of T. M. Jones
last week, were held over to the grand
jury for grand larceny and housebreak-
ing. In default of bond for $200 each
they were sent to the cotalty jail Sev-
eral articles of wearing apparel identi-
fied as the stolen goods were found on
the persons and in the possession of
Washington and McGaughee, and the
proof of their guilt will be strong
enough to insure a service of several
yam each for the state. The evidence
against the other men was not suffic-
iently strong to warrant their being




FrontW ett nerds) 'S daily.
Mr. John Madison Major and bride,
nee Wilford, whose romantic marriag•
last week was noted In these oolutris*'
were the honorees of e delightful eeeett
elegant sapper was served at 10:00
o'clock. Those in attendance were Mr.
and Mrs. John Madison Major, her and
Mrs. LI M. Dalton, Mrs Will R11060LII,
giro. J. B. Foley, Mrs. Goo. Elgin,
Mimes Era and Zile Young, Florence
Elgin, Alice Lander, Ida Meacham and
Hyde Wood; Messrs. Hunter Green,
George H. Smith. U. G. Hill., Nash-
ville; El Reynolds, B. H. Albright,
Missioner, — Swigert, Will, Ben
and Thos. Carlo's, Prof. J. 0. t)alvin.
Mrs. Foley, Misses Young and Elgin,
Messrs. Smith and Albright rendered
the musical selections with characteris-
tic skill Mrs and Mrs. Major left 
lastnight for Bowling Green to spend sev-
eral days with the bride's parenta
—
Mr. and Mrs. T. F. McCarthy, of Col-
orado Springa, will arrive this evening
to spend several weeks as greets of Mr.
and Mrs. J, D. Ware, on South Virginia
street. him McCarthy was formerly
Mute NW:011e Barbour, of this city,
whose brilliant mind and winning per-
sonality made her the center of a large
circle of friends, who will welcoini her
back to Hopkinsville. Mimi Mary Bar-
bour, her accomplished sister, who is a
great favorite in Hopkine•ille society,
will arrive Monde, to visit friends.
 Au
The As You Like It Club will met t
Friday afternoon with Miss Belle
Moore. The President settee that the
meeting will be one of considerable im
portanoe and requesta the presence of
every member.
— —
Miss Willie Rust entertained- the
Bachelor Maids aid a number of visit-
tug ladies yesterday afternoon. A
guessing contest was a pleasant diver-
sion. The prize was won by Miss Pat
Flack. Refreshments ware served.
Mr. and Mrs. In L. Smith have is-
sued cards inviting a :umber of their
friends to join them "in Thanksgiving
paatim .1e" Friday evening.
—.••••114-
FUNERAL AND INTERMENT.
Body Of The Late 11. H. Bryant Laid To
Rest At Oracey.
Ft om Tuesday's daily
The funeral of the late H. H. Bryant
took place at the Presbyterian church
in Clarksville yesterday afternoon. The
body was escorted front Cont's under-
taking establishment to the church by
Oumberiand Lotto K of P, Al 9:50 in
the forenoon the Clarksville Tobacco
Board of Trade met and &dolled soils
ble reeolutious and appototed the fol.
lowing pall beaten J. O. Kendrick,
W. H. Olark, W. R. Smith, B. M. Gold.
K. 0. Morrow, B. F. GUI, B. F Mc-
Kenai, Sr , W. F. Buckner, Dr. Crouch,
and A L. Smith. The board rent a
handsome floral design and attended the
funeral in a body. Forbes Bivouac
Confederate Veterans of Clarkneille also
attended the funeral in a body and sent
appropriate floral offerings. Several of
Cilarksville's leading mercantile estab-
lishments filmed their doors during the
serviees in honor of the memory of the
dead,
The body was taken to Gracey this
morning, arriving at noon. Delegations
from the Clarksville Tobacco Board, the
Kirghte of Pythias lodge and Confede-
rate Camp accompanied the body to
Gracey where the interment took place
at toe faintly burying ground. A large
number of the friends of the deceased
and his family attended from this city.
ALWAYS ORROWK110-
A telegram from New York oitjc
the 14th inn , announces that "I
money stringency which has es,s Os
mug so much uneasiness in Wall str
s about to be relieved Large god I
tone will be reeds Witten a short ti
sebange being low enough to make
Sion and musicale given Mon ressible, one prominent beak 'nevi
nem by Mist Ida Cuba. at
clans, and vocal and instrumental 'elec-





a number of 
the meet gaged 
local 
mud: It la most extraordinary that with a
i
enermous balance of trade in our favor
lions were features of the occasion.
near the oily. Among the gum* wet
being over .616,000.000 in 1898, an
nearly as much in 1899, we are nnabi
to relieve our money stringency without
eternally borrowing, and even then the
borrowing syndicate makes a profit out
of the loan, which we are compelled to
P57. Perhaps this may be one of the
signs of our great prosperity. 
The United States alo,e, between
1e48 and 1863, produced the euormou
sum of $1,239,9b0,000 in gold. From
1874 to 1899 we produoed the additional
sum of $871 252,000 in gold; a grand to-
tal of '4,114,202,000 in gold Them are
the official figures. 
Treasurer Roberts in his recent report
estimates the gold coin in circulation at
$645,361,185 on Sept 30, 1899 Where
this enormous sum of gold went to can
be readily perceived from the creditor
who loans it back to us in small quanti-
ties. If Treasurer Roberts had excluded
the loan of $200,000,000 in *hat he is
pleased to call an increase over th gold
coin in circulation in 1896, our present
circulation would be $167,1589,695 in
gold coin less than in 1896 If we are
prospering at all it is certainly on bor-
rowea money, for we are being drained




Hie Celebrated Pkysicias and limner.
Franklin Miles, M. a , Li. B . el Chi-
case will lead 52 50 Werth et His
New Treatment Free le Each
of OW Melded Readers.
Oar affected readers will certainly
never have a better chance to try a new
and highly recommended Treatment for
Headache, Dizziness, Dullness, Neural-
gia, Backache, Weak Stomach, Weak
Bean, Nervousness, Sleeplessness, Pros-
tra ion, Numbness, Crampe, etc.
Dr Miles' Special Treatment is the
latest result of twenty-five years of la-
borious investigation and extensive
experience, and his New Treatment is
eminently scientific, and three times as
successful as the usual metholes.
Many hundreds of prominent people
have testified to the almost miraculous
results of this new treatment The
Doctor has for years been well and fav-
orably knowu as a leading specialist in
these diseases, and his offer should cer-
tainly be moeped by our afflicted read-
en
Mr. C. W. Buck. a prominent banker of
Faribsult, Sian., was cur.-4 after all promi-
nent physicians of Chicago and eisewher
had failed. Mr. JAL Zent of Indiauspols
State Representative of the New York Llf
Insurance Co., was cured after failure of
many physicians. Rev. C. H. Young, tmf
Chicago, was cured of constant headache,
sieepleuness and nervous prostration after
Beversil specialists failed.
Dr, maw has hecl twenty-four years
reprint" and is well and favorably
known throughout Ike county, He h
an able and ostensive corps of easistaii
and investigators in his laboratories
has patients in every Male, Taritor
Canada and Matto% He ooritally I
vitas the afflicted to write to hen
You may never have another such
opportunity Do not fail to write f
LO worth of free treatnr-ut. Addre
Da FRANKLIN MILES, corner Ada
and State streets, Chicago 20,31
IIEUMAT1
Is capricious in* natio& of attack--oome
fry into the clitaess et the relentless dam
consciously, while ethers are stricken at case
robust Elan of to-day the cripple of to- V.
severity the (Massa* is capable of infiletilid,
the greater per coat. of sufferers from rnaallsat ars
people well advanced In years, yet the alarming
of the disease among persons in the printrer 
increase
calls for
positive curative properties of B. S. le (owilt's Syrocilk).
the meet active effort, on our part to oaks known the
Medical authorities agree that Rheumatism is due to an
acid poison, therefore the only way to cure the disease
should he to thoroughly eradicate this peculiar poison
from the blood; but the system of a person afflicted with
Rheumatism is so badly deranged that it can not recuper-
ate under the noxious treatment of physician's 
and mineral mixtures. Their method of endeavoring to
effect a cure by substituting one poison for another creates
complication cf new disorders that reduce the patient to a state of com-plete collapse. B. S. S. by its great rolvent properties neutralizes thisison and eliminates it through the channels natureas provided for the exit of refuse matter. and being
urely vegetable,stimulates and strengthens the stomach
nd general digestion.
For year I puttered with gristle Rheumatism, whichthe best physicians were unable to relieve." writes M r. Asa flenitit,of Greencastle. Ind. I took many palest medicines that did notreach my trou bk, and gradually grew worm until I was in such •helpless nondition that I could oot take my food or handle myselfin any way ; I was alesolutely helpless. A few bottles of S.N.N.relieved rne to such an extent that I was soon able to trove my
completely cured and am bewailtiming treatment I was
"Tilletivet . and before long could walk betrilli the room, sodeon 
S. 8. S. CURES RHEUMATISM.
Mr. J E. Man em.of Murfreesboro. Tenn..writes : "Several yearsago I wac afflicted with what the doctors coiled lielatie Rheuma-tism or lum imago, suffering the most intense agony at tinies, andbeing e,,nlinet1 to my bed for about a year, although four of thebest physicians tone of them my father) attended me during myillneys. They could give me only temporary relief, and I Mask
they tried about all the remedies lnown to medical wiener, dogleg
me with strung medicines untul my stomach got in to suet's COD-
ditton that I eoalel digest nothing and neither myself nor MIfrieuds.had any hope of my recovery. I was persuaded to try S.S.
and bribre finishing the fleet bottle! found I had the right remedy.
I continued to take it until it mired me perfectly. This was &boatone yen rn ago and I have been in splendid health ever sines."
We have just issued a new and valuable book en Rhos-
matisin a copy of which we will be pleased to seal to
with this disease. SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., Atlanta, 06.
vmmiwiewelwiwwwm
member Thc Place:*
When in need of
anything in the Dry Goods line You
will do well to see my large and well as-
sorted stock, and you can always de-
pend on getting the best at the lowest
prices. The largest line of Carpets,
Rugs, Mattings, Linoleums and Oil
Cloths in the city to select from. The
stars did not fall, but the prices on all
my Jackets, Capes end Coilarettes have.
Now is the time to buy. I have a lot
season. The-prices will be cut half and
of Jackets and Capes carried from last
some 'ess than half. An invitation to
all. Be sure you call. Respectfully,
T. a, Jones.*
South Main Street. Hopkinsville, Ky. eir
1_ I. • „
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MARRIED BY JUDGE CANS1.ER.
-
From Wednesday's daily.
Mr. Roland Croft and Miss A lia
Adam', a well known young couple, o,
siding near Consolation church, we
married in the clerks uffise by Cower
Judge Canaler at noon yesterday.
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the last Few Weeks
has made Certain
Lines Slow to Sell-
Hence these LOW
PRICES.
THE LOGIC OF PLAIN FACTS!
If advertising were mere literature there'd be some excuse for the wild r hantasies and le dreams of
word painters, but there is a practical side to all this newspaper talk. Advertisers may exaggerate r11
they please, but shoppers are not blind. People want plain facts on which to base their intelligence.
Here are facts that will win your interest:
All wool 42-inch Serge, navy, Drawee,
greens and blues,
Worth 650 for 50c.
38 inch Woolen Novelty Drees Goods,
Worth 50o for 35c.
A few Plaid Skirt Patterns, that form-





at 1.50 and 2.00 a yard that are as
good valuer.
prWe are pouting extieedingly inter-
esting pricee on all Novelty Black
Goods.
Extra values, good assortment of Colors.
6.50 for only $3.90. S • 1k
In Venetians, at
50c, $1, $1.50 per yd.
Plaid Back Goods for reversible or rainy
day skirt. worth te 50 for
For $1.75 per yard.
BLACK
Attractions.
eg"For a few days we offer Special
Induomenti in Fancy Bilks for Waists
$1.00 a Yd. for Choice
of any piece of Silk in our house. This
1%1 uadneda many2  00  pepraytaterrdos at 91.25, 1,50,Dress Goods.
85c for Best
Oolored Taffeta in the country. This
Taffeta is every thread pore stlk, cure







wool Tremendous Stock ofVenetians; is in every way reliable.
50c a Yard
Regular 75c quality of 42-inch all
wool Storm Serge.
65c a Yard
Regular $1.25 Mohair and Wool Ore-
pen. Full 38 inches wide and as per-
fect a black as the higher priced goods
$1.115 a Yard
Regular $200 Mohair and Wool Oro
pone ; 42 inbh wttle. We have others
...GLOVES.
$1.00 2 clasp Kid Glove.; all sizes;every pair guaranteed Tans,
Browns, Rees, Gray, Pearls and White
$ I • 
ft 3 clasp La Rome We no•
sUU hesitatingly assert that it is
the beat glove in the city for the price.
Good line of fur top Lined Mittens
and Gloves at reasonable prices
TABLE CLOTH
135c a Yard
Two yard wide heavy Table Damask,
newest patterns, such as most storm
ask you 1St for
850 a yard
Two yard wide extra heavy Table
Damask, *tory newest patterns, the
aim& dollar kind elsewhere. We
rf Witter ones at $1 00, 1 118 andirpdp yard
Ow something rich and elegant ask
for a sight of our pretty seta of Table
()loth and Napkins to match
Three Great Specials in
TOWELS.
Gurrenteed Three-Fourths Linen and=Extra Heavy Huck.
10c for 17132 Inch, well worth 15c.
15o " 20138 " " " 25c.
20c '' 22x44 " " "
Housekeepers,




We have values that cannot be equaled
elsewhere
siery„.
nly good but shapely raga.
ar made Hosiery that onnimends itself
for appearance as well as firmness; they
look well and Wear well and they fit
Do you know the comfort of a perfect
fitting stocking? Curious how many
woman overlook this, but will appreW•
ate the difference when you try these;
absolutely fest dye.
10e a Pair
For Ladies Fast Slick Seamless Hose,
double heal and sole, 40 gauge, well
worth ific.
25c a Pair
For the nicest, finest and smoothest
stocking in the city, usual value 35o.
25c a Pair
Ladies &wed lined and wool boss In
black and gray. Better quality at 85c.
10c a Pair
For Ohildren's fast black Hose, well
worth 15c
25c a Pair
For Black Oat Stockings for boys and
and girl.; the beet in America for the
pri:s.e. For sale in this store only.
NECK WEARS
Recent importations just opened. The
handsomest ever seen in Hopkinsville
Choice novelties at popular prices
ft,. all the latest up-to-date 
Windsor.5Uti with embroidered ends.
Underwcar French
For women and eetio fen at Is t Pea
eon's prime, nOtwittiptanding the'have
been advances of frem 00 to $o per rent
98 CENTS
For Ladles heavy ribbed cotton shirts
Or drawers, in While Of gray, worth
libo.
50 CENTS
For fins smooth silk-finish veal or
pants, white Oily, worth 780.
60 ForColE1 wNooTieshifill, worth Mo.
50o Cce :Et Dr:T h 
s • onion cults.
'iF
.1 00 for ladled' Onion suite. Better
or
n • prices
1 Extra large 1114, all pure wont, in
gray, scarlet and while, regular #t 50
blanket
For $5 00.
We have others much cheaper
COMFORTS.
New Blankets
Good quality of bed comforts, full
size. ta- th sides fancy figured calico,
will go at $1 00.
Better cotton comforts at $1 25, 1 50.
1 75 and 2 00
We have the exclusive sale of the new
LAtatuated cotton comfort in Hopkins-
•ille, Light and fluffy as Eiderd
and best lee they are Remit 10 eh'-
larger Price $2 50 & 3 50.
Flannels
Are very Pearce and a very pin tiler fete
tie this acason.
We base a frit. assortment of eo'ots.
SPeCial-sv
A MI inch white broad teeth at $110
per yarn.
1,000 Yards
87 such Fall style Percale at 011e
1,000 Yards
Good Flannelette* in Reds, worth RI,
for
Jackets
Our stock of jackets is not in every
way complete wIth ezos and styles, but
still we have a fair arias tment and we
offer them at closing out prices
We ask your inspection and guaran-
tee to save you a good per cent on your
purchase.
LADIES' SKIRTS
We have a large lot of Ladies' Blue







wi I go at $1 25
• " 00




" • M1 00
7 00
Your eyes and judgment are well tralred enough th detect and discern the genuine excellence of these offerings. Plan to get here early—early as you can--



























Alum balding post/ekes are the greatest
IbesfaCterlh neahh of tio molt day.
PIM leteig. - ej. r KINK.
, e •
' , .7'P., • ••1's
.4" Iss4, *4pe • g!
..r...a.fre"
THANKSGIVING THOUGHTS. •
t Inscribed Ble the members of the FlTeamieme Regiment, U. S. V.)
"We are beaten back in many a frier
But newer strenrla we borrow -.1-
And where the vanguard oamps
The rear shall camp it morrow." '
The trend of time is toward God,
War, famine, pestilence and fl
Each but a chast'uing incident
Toward the "far off divine event
Of God's intent.
The crimson record of event., State Reform &boo' took place peter
Less crimson, nears the confinenlk ' day live miles from Lexington (Joe-
1 The lessons learned from despot' ' The Illinois Central
,
s
EXPLOSION . R OM DAY To DAY.
111
W. J. BRYAN, to gi t in perfect phy-
Of Engine Fatally Injures Moat condition for the next campaign,
Child. will rest three months in Northern
Texas and Southern Californic He has




Ihr; FORMAL OPENING of the
From tyrants' deeds and martyrk
Are not in vain.
Where dawn raw vanguard meet
Dupk gees the rear gaaro's cam
glow;
The •anguard nations prwei the









From Ttielesday 1 dans-.
Thaetakivieg day is being observed
In Hopkinsville with more than usual
eethu.i ism. The day is rich with In-
teresting events and aftraerimis. He is
every hard men to please who can D't
Sad something to his taste to-dny.
Would he worship.? There were beau-
stint mellows and excellent music at the
Cajun Taternacle. at Grace Episcopal
Am* aid at the Universalist church,
arbors tient and appropriate thank-
giving might have been heard.
Is he fonds of the sports of the field?
There is fine shooting in the fields and
woods Cot far from the city, where
mores of sportsmen are enjoying the
day? - De his t tees run in The dire-num
of goon linage to eatlil The market of-
fers the choicest dencacies. and at the
Latham sod enuesn'x today the tables
are weighed down with rare edibles of
Infinite variety and faultless culinary
treatment. Does he fancy athletic,?
Let him than go to Me-•cer park this an
ternoon and see I he football teams of
Russellville and Hopkinsville battle for
sapreamoy OD the gridircn. Does he
sigh for the side-splitting colloquies be-
tween comical end men and the polish•
ed interlocutor of the minstrel stage,
and all the accompanying feamoar of
burnt oork and music? Let him hie
himself to Holland's opera ?owe this
events-11.o here Russell's Comedians will
bold the board.. Is be a society man,
with a weakness for dress snits, fetch.
lag gowns and bewitohi.ng women?
Perhaps he cagy be invited to one of the
LEUNISTOUll entertainments in Hopkins-
eukcired homes this eysning.
It takes all these things ta make a
typicalThaakagiving, and this is a typi-
cal Thaaitegiving in Hopkinsville. The
banks, poattaftioe and all public build-
ings and offices are closed,and their em-
ployes are eoj lying their holiday, each
as be or she me' fit The schools and
colleges have given the students the
de!, sad merrily are the young one.
availing themselves of the freedom from
books and chapel.
DINNER AT THE LATHAM.
Following is the menu of she Thanks-














Mashed Potatoes. Caul.fl ear in Cream
Boast Sirloin de Beef, Natural Gravy
Vol an Vents of Goose Liver
Skis .t Potatoes, tlandied, French Peas
• Asparagus on Toast
Paries of Sweetbread., Mare land Style
Potted Breast of Chicken,
a la Fraucaise
Qom's Bell Fritters, Ianilla Sauce
Salmon Salad
Plum Pudding, Brandy Sauce
Hot Minos Pie Pumpkin Pie
Hickory Wut be ()ream, Assorted Oaks
Old Fruit Cake
&ism Cheese Cream Cheese
Cleffee Tea 111.•,-et Mil.
11011BID TEn GOAVIS.
A startling incident, of which Mr
John Oliver, of Pnilade:phio, was the
stibiece, is narrated by him 114 fu.1•10.,
"I was in • most dreadful eintdintee
My skin was aln Oat yelioe, er's sunk
en, tongue cested, pain enneutteley ill
back aid aides, no eppet t.-eradually
growing weaker day by day. Three
iliIiitetarn had given MN up Fortunate-
ly a Mood a/trisect tryiu,s •Zieetrin Bit-
ters,' arti: to my great j sy sad surprise
ko arse Illottle made a decided improve-
ment. I continue their u..e for three
Weeks WA sin now a well man I know
they saved nay lit« and rubbed the grave
Of au >thew victim " No one should fail
/0 try them. Ooly 50,, guaranteed, as
L L Bierta's. U X Wylroji 0. Hard-
wick's, J. 0. Oook's and A. P. Harness'
drag stores.
-•••••-
L.OJINTILLIC TOBACCO MARK T.
The following report is tarnished ex-
clusively to the Nsw Es* by Glover &
Durrett, Louisville Tobacco Wareho Ise:
Sales on our market for the week just
elated amount to 1714 hhds., with n -
minis for the same period 1271 hhda.
Ekes ow our market sines January lit
amount to 128 96ei nuns Saint of the crop
of 789E1 on our market to this date
amount to 184,975 lends.
There is as, wires slid satisfactory
demand on oar market for new dark to-
b .coo w to still nen* length for rehand•
ling purposes: Such grades an selling
from $6 51 to V .0 The off-triage of
the r ew dark Sabre° indicate that the
crop is rather below expectations in
cputioy The stock of old dark tobacco
Is very small and there Is DO reason for
elhanging recent quotations.
The follow in quotatiene fairly rep-
resent our market for dark a
mop:
Truth 
Coronsott.t ) medium MO
Dark risk lagionsinqttality
Medium ft glee Leal
Leaf of extra length
wrsPperressIss
12 00 to 125
2 .13 to 4.,s,
,'75$4) 434)




We thank thee, Lore that hero
III peace or war's emergencies;
Por wisdom at the council beard
idFor mercy tempering the swol
We thank 
thtm 
We thank thee for an arm of ngOs•
Thine and our enemies to sin ti
But more we thank thee for
Where thou reveraleet to our st
Might is not r
WO thank thee for our sons res
Their ntuntrj 'a favor brev en,
Thou's& b ought them safe
war's alarms,
Through leagues of Ocean, Ili
Cli.U1s,
Back to our
Thou heara's4 the sentry."
tread
Where Orient skies arched ov
While through the slumbering
dr tedille
Wound murmuring their native
With sunlight
Yea, Lord, thon'st not been we
Even to them thet loved thee 1
To them shy bo-auty and largesan
Are given, and Christ with tensing*
Fain would ca
- Frank Bell in Nashville A
ernes Bradley aed stsff and trustees of
Pump House At Ce..u- the institution were in -Prue The Goy
ernor and Senator U. J. Broustou madelean Was Completely ' addresses.
Demolished.
w tin ha, vie wpm, Gni 4.i#01 •.- From Thursday's dilly
That we do well, or force reacts; I The engine in the
He, when U. gives into our hand pump enetion at Ceruleselsetploded Centrales-
Ilinls 
Bradny to to so, in case of
The da Mines of di-rant lands, terday . afternoon. The house wasciemsuns- ,
wrecked. Eugineer Calvin Meaceam
was badly scalded and his eight-year•
old son was fatally hurt.
THE nENERAL
The accident occurred about focr
which has in 1' hrg” the movetuetii to
I
o'clock. Mr. Meacham has charge of secure toe ii net .ot.al de:n0eratiO
bourns the pump at Oeruleeu ad Loy- couyeutiou for Kansas City, hto , his
iegstou, goiug every nay to each sta-
tion to attend to his duties He striv-
ed at Oernlean about han-paet three
yesterday and fired his engine prepara-
tory to drawing water from the creek
ugh The tank is about one huedred yards
above the depot. The gauge indicated
and that tnere was sufficiect water in the
I Wier, and the steel' pressure Was
I about forty-five pou ads. Mr. Meech
am's little son entered the home, just a
moment before the explosion, to bring
some kindling.
Mr. Meacham wad in a etuopiug posi-
tion near the eug:ue, screw mg on is nut
Without warulug toe einoue blew up,
ascending at a right angle and oom
pletely demolishing th buildiug. 1 he
wrench was twisted from the min':
hand and struck the child on the bead
fracturing his skull The migineern
hands were drenched with boding wa-
ter and psiLfully bat not seriouely
buaued. His eecspe front death atte
little short of noracutons. Had he been
standing on the opposite side of the en-
gine, be would hare been instantly kill
ed.
The engine as hurled across the
creek into a field three hauthed yards
away. There it bait Iwo a thousand
pieces.
The noise of the explosion was heard
everywhere around Oeruleae, and scores
of people flicked to the sC01113 The
fragments of the wrecked building had
not fallen on the occupants. The in
jared boy was removed t,o his home
near-by and a physician suntesooed
front a Princeton. According to the
the last report, the chilli's ittjaries ate
so severe that he cannot live longer than
a few hours. Mr. Meacham is able to
be oat.
The elect cause of the accident is not
known. It is supposed that muddy
water, congesting the pipes, produced
the explosion.
THE REPORT THAT President Mc-,
ley has given assurance to the Kentucky
Republicans that he would send troops
to the State if cailid upon by Gov
any tin uble
in milli. otlon with the iaauguration of
a (inventor, In ri U ii tAt W t.elittigton
as a vanak melt
ON SATURDAY NIGHT.
The •• Kright's Original N
Students" combined with (lid
Minstrel Carnival-one of the
of minstrel oonsilidetions-will
attraction Ili Holland's opere4se.
Saturday, December 2nd. ThieilliSnr
organization carries 45 people. ikels
in its own train of special cars. +-
Dente a progrem of minstrel fifes
matchless iu merit and &mai:4W
.#
variety. The good old days of &pl-
ay are recalled in hearing the A*S-
al heasrtetten rendering of old ah-
em melodies-days -Fob de Walklad
in thimany charming character 555
of old plantation life which
ments up-to-date ideas of this sty
amusement and makes up a pro






Could not asinine the rapture of
nie E. Springer, of 1125 Howard
Philadelphia, Pa, when she found
Dr. King's New Discovery for
gumption had complete cured her
hacking cough that for many years
made life a burden. All other rem
and doctors could give her no help,
she says of this Royal Onre-"It
rem-ved the pain in my chest and I crt
now sleep soundly, something I mi
scarceiy remember eoing before. I fee
like sounding its praise throughost Lb
0 0-
HUNTERS COME HOME.
rote a Soccessfal Camp In Wilds Of
Arkaasas.
The Christian County Hunting Club,
universe." So *bill every one who tri"keen members strong, passed through
Dr King's Nene Dis.overy for any Cron-. tee:whim this morning ea route to their
ble of the Throat, Chest or Lungs Price
50o and $1 00 Trial bottles free at L. es in the vicinity of Hopkioaville.
L 0 K Wyly's. R. 0 Hard-
wick's, J. 0 Oook's and A. P. Harness'
drug stores; every bottle guaranteed.
QUIETLY WEDDED.
Marriage of Dr. Antis Bell itai Miss
Cecil Holloway.
From Thursday's dally.
The marriage of Dr. Austin Bell and
Mute Oecil Holloway was solemnized at
4 o'clock, Wednesday afternoon, at the
home of the brides' mother, four mil
South of t3e city, on the Cox Mill road.
A large number of relatives and mettle
friends of the popular young couple as 
enty horses and all the camp equip-
sembled to witeese the happy eveht.age known to the 
up-to-date sports-
The ceremony was proncmucei by El#1613- A 
Scimitar r.-pi rter talked with
der H. G. Smith, pastor of the obrte.tweral members of the party this more
and they say nen er in their lives
e they foetid game so plentiful.
n addition to toe deer, the on k,
and turkey shooting was good, to
nothing of the quail and square,
sing.
he party was oisappeiuted in th
hunting they promised themselves,
ugh they got several catamounts
weather was slightly warmer than
hoped for, but the trip is charac
zed aa one of the most sun:ennui
oh has ever been made by members
the c.ely Tuey left on a special over
Louisville & Nashville at noon for
tinny, and the fuliowing are their
in: 8. R White! J 8 Parren W
course of lectures in New Yora and re- 
Chase, F. 8. Beaumont. W A Rid.
WI, P B Pend.eton, J K Oandle
taari.i.4 to this county bones& the prac-
tice and good will of his brother, Dr.
John P Bell, of Bell Station, where he
now resides.
Hut bride is one of the rno•t attractive
young ladles who has graced local *wit-
ty TO rarepersonal graces and superior
traits of uhareoter are added the so-
court lishuseute which admirable 'doe&
&lanai advantages afford.
A noel of loyal friends join in Wend-
log the most sincere congratulations SO
Dr. and Mrs Bell.
than church, and was brief but moat ap-
propriate and impressive.
Dr. Bell is one of the moot popular
and prosperous young physicians in
W -stern Kentucky. He graduated
from the Southwestern Presbyterian
Univers,ty and finished his professional
education at the University of Virginia
before he attained his majority. He
theu took a poet graduate coarse in
New York, was at Bellevue hospital.
He was appointed Assistant Surgeon o
the Third Kentucky Regiment at the
outbreak of the Spanish war and r
to the rank of Surgeon Major serving
with the regiment in Cuba. After be-
ttor mu-t.-red out he took another
NOT Arsour peopie
From Th u raday•s daily.
W. E. M emu, of Nashvi;le is stop-
ping at the Latham.
Elder J. W. Gant, of Elkton, is stop-
ping at the Pneonix
H. W. Whitendes, of Franklin, is a
gusset at the Latham.
H. T. Ellis, of Evansville, is a guest
at the PnbeltILE Hotel,
J. B. Tilounis. of Russellville, is reg
Destine at the PI:immix.
A. B. Smell, a prominent, citizen of
Hopkins county, is at the Pneeoix
Hotel.
J 0, Elwards, M. 0. Guhne, Cleo.
W. McL/ade, of 86 Louts', are gaesta at
Hotel Lateral.
Mrs. Gentry Hillman arrived in no;
city yetaterney from Birmingham to
visit tor fattier, Mr. J. 0. Wondridge
Franciann Devise Ct W. Palmer, L
H. Dorsey. H. J. Murrell, N B Terry,
A. K. Myers, W. Uratcher, of Lords-
vide, are taking Thaoltegiv.og dinner
at the Latham.
, after about three weeks of bunting
he wilds of Arkansas, and they are
rning with a flue assortment of
stories of the chase and incident!;
en deer, says Moodayn Memphis
ttar.
his is one of the oldest organizations
Ws kind in the Blue Grass State anti
mbership in the club is cousidereo
honor. There were fifteen members
club in this party and they travel
way that evinces the fact that they
w how to go prepared for plea, are
just such a trip as the one now con-
ed. They oarry with them five aer-
ate, thirty-nine flue stag hounds,
hard Butler, Brad Martin, James
gh, Dr. Alex Wtitfi Id, Heury Ran-
, Pete Barker and Janus Mellen-
her.
Bloodest of Century.
!fodder river the Boers gathered a
s of 0,000 men to stop the advances
, Methoeu to the relief of Kim-
. The battle began at 6:10 a. rn.
lasted for ten hours At the end
as time the Boers had been driven
and the Brit oh had gained a foot-
on the Northern bank of the river
Methuen's dispatches describes the
Is as "the bloodest of the century,"
says "she result was terrible" There
sin an tiecortfi erred report in Lon-
that Laiyamith bas fallen. The
rI is not creclited.-Thargthiy's Coto
Journal.
HART, THE LAUGH KING.
t, the Laugh King, whose re-
able hypnotic pert nenauces so
ed and interested large &triteness
last spring, will return to this
• for • series of throe performanee&
encing Monday next. TN re will
complete change of program in
reap et Some of the special tea-
are, •'letin in a Photograph Gal-
"Farmer Hayseed and Wife at a
"Trouble in a Oltineee Limn-
" "Awkward Squad in the Philip-
," and a hundred new and laugh-
scene', incladieg a new hyptroir
walk and bore bill game.
ies' free tickets will be isoed for
th%8 entertainment of the series.
COMMInTEE,
(leci•irti Ulla' 410,000 should be ad. ed 10
the 147,0n0 tumid aiready subscribed and
thdt ten per end of tee subscriptions
r•houi be coat-Ott-LI at once.
--
THE REPORT OF W T. Harris,
Cult d Sretes Oumillissitni of Educetiou
days thirty languages and dialeJta are
spoken in the Poilippiues..
THE liEt-UBLIJAN AND Brown
Democratic candidates of the Sevaith
district Leld a iota no etitg at :Mit-
ten and dt•Old00 SO Unite 011 a canaluate
for Coueress. . Calls were issued fur
pcomno. meetings in all the counties
today and for clietrict COUVelltIOOS at
Li-swoon Faiday, Gee 1 at noon.
THE FINANCIAL BILL of the Re-
publican mucus was mad. puhlio ii
day. It adopts the present gold stand
audard. It regainss the treasury t,
mono no more greenbacks anti makes
05,000.the minimum capital to, Letiou
al brute inetead of *0 000
THE DEMOCRAII CAII1/4;US to
select cane:lima s for Speaker and tette'
officers of the National Wilde v. i I be
held at Washiegton at 1 o'clock S ear
day efterinou
BROOM MANUFACTURERS 01,
Illinois, Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky,, and
other Stake have organised a oembina-
tion to raise the prism of their prostates
V. H. (Coln) HARVEY will write
thenrat lirerat are for the Democratic
campaign of 11+00, in a new book, en-
titlen "Coin on Money, Trust, and Im-
perialism." 1 lie publication will have
the official indorsement of the National
Democratic Oommittee. It is under-
stood that Harvey's views and suggeen
ed remedies have the approval of the
party leaders.
- -
The Bowling Green Times says: "It
is only a question of a short time when
a new railroad will be construcnd from
here to Leitchfield, and when that is
done, the Park City will grow to be a
city uf 20,000 inhabitants in a few
years. Bowling Green is prosperotui4
and will be more so in the future."
--
Mrs. Elbereon, an Indiana crankess,
is going about Kentucky warning the
people of tho end of the world, which
she declares; will conic to pass in Febru•
ary, 1900.
AN InPORTANT DIFFIIISMOZ.
To makenit apparent to thousands,
who think themselves ill, that they are
not afflicted with any disease, _but that
the eystrien simply needs cleansing, is to
bring comfort home to their hearts, as a
costive condition is easily cured by tin,
lug Syrup of Figs. Manufactured by
the California, Fig Syrup CO. only, and
mid 17 all druggists
To Cure tonettpallon ir.4101•1/6
Tate Gescarets candy tee benne 10c or C34
U C. C fail to ure. driggiata rennd ;money.
DETAILS
Of Modder Creek Battle
Still Lacking.
SUSPENSE IS AWFUL.




[tAiti.tORAM to NEW ERA ;
LONDON, Eng , Nov. 80.-No furth-
er details of Gen. Methuen', great bat-
tle have besn len-eyed h re.
The British is, is estiwat-e by con -
'creative &nth°, ities at Ave lateen d
men.
It is believed that thotnateis f Poets
were killed and wounded
rme suspense in England, pending
the arrival of the casualty lite,is egoeiz
tog.
To counteract the anxiety there Is
good news from ()ape Town.
The Courier, published there, says that
the Britian repulsed the B.,ers at Lady-
smith, and the enemy's !we was heavy.
An English victory is repot- td 3' •
Weenan.,- •
Gen. naubert is said to be in retreat.
DEATH OF MAJ. HENRY.
Prominent Business Man Of Louisville
Succumbs To Ill Health
From 1 huraday'sAaily.
Maj. John Flournoy Henry, until re
°tautly Vie Preaideet of the Louisville
Trust Company, died at his Inane, 414
West 0 alt street, after a lingeneg il -
ness. He had been *mkt ar fer weeks,
hot his delit't at the t in- was unexp. c:
ed. lin wife and two datigatent wet -
with him wheu he passed away.
The funeral takes place at 3 o'cloo.,
this siftentorm at tee Second in enn -
tenet] church chapel, Dr. Interne R.
benttHemphill officiating. The nail le
are H. V. Solders. R. H. Blew. .1. B
Castleman. Usorge Norton, J E. Ca:d-
well, B. K. Mennen, Hill Petterwen
and Howard Burford. Imminent i- io
Cave Hill
Maj. Henry was born ia Biuo ning'oo ,
In, sixty years ago. The funnily EuLv c
to Burlington, IOWA, AN hen he e Ile a
child. He entered the umecantin busi-
ness there, leaving, however, fir the
South to enlist in the nF.g,.tirte
Second" Kentucky of the Coen derate
service at the oatbreek of war At :tit
close of the war, he formed r part usr-
ship with Walter Richird Ma in the cor-
dage business here. In 1869 he mar-
ried Miss Mary Richardson, daughter
of his partner. Later he started the
porklbacking concern of Patterson,
Henry & 0o. Seven years ago he left
this to become Vice Pressident of the
Louisville Trust Company. He resigned
this position on account of ill-health.-
Louisville, Time .
Major Henry was a eon of Dr. John
V. Henry, lehO"renresentd this district
in Congress about 1820, and a nephew
of Gustons A. Henry, the "Eagb
Orator" of Tennessee. He was relateu
to the Henry family of this °tawny ant
to r John W. Breathitt.
Don't you want to
OWN YOUR
OWN HOME??
The South Kentucky Building
and Loan Awe-tuition of Hop-
kinsville, Ky., will build you a
house on easy monthly pay-
ments. For particulars apply to
Henry C:Dant, - Pres.




























Our Assortment of Underwear for Men
and Boys is Unequaled, See It,
TIgHollogINE1111111Ctil
SEND NO MONEY V.T:71721.11r.;.1.71117"151
IRAK IRV CABINET MANCE Herne 
MACIIIIII sr 6.411.,......... ., ...nu.-... 1 • u es.! s e Aaron, It at yr nearest freight depot and if
perfeell, salesferlory.exael I y ... re 
',rem:WM .....l tsi math lwat Mien sell
v.asoy.:Rtarngigric.,..iplinmut,E;e:„._,...„_,.r.,..e. . h,..;T;:......;::;: und......„Ari.ib...inliynbdnyaulyknz.:.7.,::::sot
itatisked. We sell 011bree i melee 
end grease elf bawls, Moshe. et ed. Lc
....Olt' pal'... Sal".erP285ort Ir non esio7;ierelsArtl
fe..."'",.,;.'aillaiore.•"  11.ittn..11 S.='° roe iii. 'Rug Dial CAME]. SLIMS 
le
ello copy our ad•er
Useireatset, oslise ever offered by as horse.
illIeletenteolfering ....... ...el.. 
under v•ri,,, , names, with rubor 1..
HE BuRDic 1,,r,,, I;b.jeatpliffiffill:PIAT.1.11:pi...1711
•
d.......m. WS" ••••• •••••• ••C• • •:1111••••1/1 
sl'..1::NTtlohbil ibe.:45WAda•RI•fiT..EWIRI:•1:31.11•••;...TTENDr
DlIrtrr a Of b0111. Moo. b, ,
y.en. be
0 9 OAK glig,
or gad, the other open with full lenet tail, • h a re
n: 17ulge:reanfdtini,tsIdIrtrin prtri:1,tiri.tditoe,
::°44.rinilt.4447,...d d yrod17......litif friiiinem tilomsght ia.toh.be ustr.ed aiicareeevedmrp.tabtejed, 61::
bototol and decorated eablnet finish, finest !WSW draweriLlt rests ,.n four
rasters adjustable treadle, tenon. Sm y tit iron stand large Nob Arebnaeml6b,ipowl.wit.d rfou.dirrirobi: befood.„1/2senal. 
patent 
astn.1,1tralithetnrag toruitmtlep.roatimitiwt it
wheel. adJustable pressure foot. improved ehottl- carrier, patent needle bar
patent dress guard, heed aheedlessly demesmill sad oseareled sad liseetlfellj
Mabel utmost 
O•
UAltA myrtle minnow ...Ow, mot durable sad seureel
a•Solrer oseblae made. Ftss7 liwors otthstimast le remistied and out Tree In
'traction Book tells just Wog anyone can run It and do either pi tin or any
kind of faztey work a 90-Tears' /lease tiewesime Is mint with every mscho.e
pm ea, and then If e,nvineed that you Sr. saving 010 50 to 41406.0117:4;y7u1;.ftrbahlg7161..t
those your storekeeper sells at 560.00 to
!v.. co:to:are* 1 lists.510.thIT COSTS YOU NOTHING
wit l'o REV ail TOTS SI 6. AO If at any this within titre, months you lay you &repot sattellem or. a TO sat.
WITT DZLAT (sears, 
Roebuck & 00. are thoroughly rellable.-EditOr.)
Address, REARS, ROEBUCK & CO. (Inc.) ChIcat , ill.
"
Used in Millions of Homes!
Accept no substitute!
Insist on LION COFFEE, in I lb. pkgs.
These a.rticea Mailed FREE in
exchange for 11ônhads cut from
front of i lb. .L.101000FFEE pkgs.
Gold Collar Button.
Mailed free for 3 lion heads cut from Lion
Coffee wrappers and a 2-cent stamp. Made
of rolled gold awl with mother-of-pearl
leek: suitable alike for ladies and gentle-




For 18 lion heads and
• 2-cent stamp. The
Illustration is only two-thirds actual size.
Color a delicate pink, with jewel setting
and gold trimmings. Best enamel Inish,
stylish and .iumble.
•• The Lion's Bride."
Malted free for 12 lion heeds antrum
Llon Cense wrappers and • 2-cent stamp.
An unusually fine picture, from the brush
of the noted German artist, Gabriel Max.
It is founded on Chamisen's poem, "The
Lion's Bride." The story is Interesting,
and we send with each picture a hand-
some folder. containing copy of the poem
and tell ills all about it. Size, 13:36 inches.
.........
COFTE
Best Coffee for the Money!
Try LION COFFEE and you will never use
any other. It is absolutely pure
Coffee and nothing but Coffee.









This will be 4
welcomed for "dressed-up" occasions by
the ladies who like to wear different
colored smiles. The gold-finith goes well
with any of them. Given for 20 lion,
heads and • 2-csat stamp.













54INK Or srPress, poweld, hr it Ilse beak and
• 2-cent stamp. When onterhar elthsr dock.
please name your mama Remo OfBee, if there
Ii no expries Ofiloe located In your town.
a.
/ Par teltm heeds
















hem at bottom, and
Is neatly gathered




Given ler 20 Ilea
beads sad • 2-ceet
stamp.








For 8 lloo heads
and • 2e. stamp.
A bright., cheery
Scrum, represent-
ing ratline girl play-
ing with her chick-
ens and her rabbits.
The predominating
colors are rich reds
and greens Size,
lix28
For 10 llon beside
and Scent stamp we
will Melt it tinned,
ready for banging.
Fruit Picture.
St e, 16124 inches. Given for 8 lion












trace the pictures beneath, thus affording
enjoyment, as well as instruction to the
hand anti eye. These drawing books and
the box of crayons go very well together.
There are six different kinds, and each
drawing bale remeres 6 Ilea heads and •
2-cent stamp.
Ladies' Scissors. '
Length, Nee Inches. Imitable for cutting
trimming and general household use
(Sven tor t.2 Ilea heads mil a 3e. staaap.
Razor.
Mesa for AS Om Meade sad • 2.oesst
stamp. A first-clam near, made of hest







threads, strong, and will give the best of
satisfaction.-
Naval Box Kite.

















nailed free he 40 nem Map cut frees
Lion Coffee wrappers and • Nast stamp.
Rubber Dressing Comb,
111111111111111
Per 10 deo beads add • 2.011014 stamp.
Length, 7 inches, fall dos and weight.
Made of genuine India robber, finely
finished. Appropriate for a iadies draw-












never tire of playing. Om fir
heads mid • saistallmei.
Every time yen buy a pound package of LION COFFEE you have bought something else, too.
Don't overlook It! You have bought a certain portion of some article to
be selected by you from our new Premium Lists!
THE ABOVE ARE ONLY A FEW OF THE UON COFFEE PREMIUMS. Anatear Int will
shortly appear In this paper I Dean miss it I The grandest list Of premising ever Mitred I
Yea always know LION COFFEE by the wrapper. It ia • sealed pock-
et., with the lion's head in front. It is absolutely ure 11 the package
is unbroken. LION COFFEE Is roasted the dat it lease, the factory.
414
IMPORTANT NO770E.
,Wines writing ler preddlidllas mad year letter is the some amine et
package with the Ilea Mats. IS mom thas ills. Waft amasses yen ma
save postage by trng deem the margin. Aak year racer tor large
illustrated premium Vet. Adshrem MI hams So the
WOOLSON SPrOE 00., Toledo, Olde.
Quiet Convention.
(Special to Nsw
FRANKFORT, Ky., Nov. 110.-i-The
prospects is for a quiet oPegrersional
convention. The fight is between Allen
and Gayle with the chandm in the
former's favor.
An Improved Electric Testament,.
...e L.ty or bun, in France, has an
electric tramway free from the un-
sightly trolley poles. It Is constructed
on the Diatto system, the main cable
running underground, and the current
being transmitted to the cars by a se-
ries of contacts, level with the ground,
between the rails. The cars are pro-
vided with an electro-magnetic de-
vice, suspended beneath, which, at
each contact, lifts a metal pin dipping
Into a mercury cup and connecting
with the main cable. The contacts are
separated by a distance less than the
length of the car frame, and thus a
continuous current Is supplied through




One .uueloottletof Hall's Great Dis-
ooTery cures all kidney and bladder
troubles, removes gravel, cures diabetes,
seminal emission, weak and lame back,
rheumatism and oil irregularities of the
kidneys and bladder in both men and
wonen. Regulatea.bladder trouble In
Midrer. If n t sold by your druggist,
will be en* by ran ' on re/cellist qe el
)ne small bottle is two month's treat-
new_ and will enre any case above
client-omen E. W. HATA.,
Sole manufacturer, St. Louis, Mo..
°innerly W•00, To: .
Sold oy T. D. Armistead,
Hopk needle, Ky
READ THIS. \
Dallas, Texas,' October 14, ISSN. Thie
Is to certify that I have been conk env
incurable by two good physicians, both
saying I hod Bright's kidney , dt Pane.
After using one and one-half bottl s ot
Hall's Great Discovery, of W
think my troubles are at an iamb
H. W. BROWN, St. George lioto I







Direction of IMJSCO S HOLLANS
2 Complete Fruitless Intitutioni in a
Mighty Union
45 2dtnetrel Stare 45
2 Big Bands 2
Plukatiinuy Drum Corps
rulenialinotirorsi 0:7600 -
Challenge Troupe of Arabs. NIA
Traveling In Its Own
ar Train of Pullman Oars.
12 (Joulediaris, 10 Sole Singers,
16 Dancers, 8 Big Olio Acts,
Most Stupendous St. eel Perade ever giv
en by any minstrel show takes place
daily at noontime.




Will practice in the courts of Chris-
tian and adjoining counties. Office in
Seargent buildiun
HOPKINSV1LLE, - - KY,
R. F. McDANIEL,
Physician and Surgeon,
Office McDaniel B11. sag,
opp Court House
T Resie." ELEPHONE Office 
 1110
1171.
DR. WM. M. FUQU1
WRGEON.
GuLutiit. uaid pecial Office





IHriaphi -al fig-vuine, JEK.37-.
Building Materials Of All Kinds.
Cement, Lime, Paints, Oils, Glass.
Estimates and Plans made on all
kinds of Building
OUR PUBLIC BUILDING.
Information Wanted As To Its Dimes.
dims.
A commnnication was received from
the Treasury Deportment by Marshall
!ernes; yesterday asking for information
relative to what should be the dimen-
sions of the proposed public buildings
at Hopkinsville, Mayfield and Fazio, for
which the last Oongrem made appropri-
ations. Them buildings will be used at
present almost exclusively by the inter-
nal revenue and postoffices of the cities
named. However the government is
erecting all of its buildings now with
a view of accommodating the circuit
mart at some time in the future.
The change of the circuit is at present
oontemplated. The Treasury Depart-
ment has also asked for the views of
Judge Evans and District Attorney Hill




Are very scarce this season. ,.The tre-
mendous business all over the country
has kept the market bare. Our orders
for these goods, placed months ago, are
just being delivered. Also our lines of
Child's Nobby Vestee Suits, and•the lit-
tle 13ox Overcoats, ages 3 to 8 years
have been received this week. Our
stock all over our store is more com-
plete now than it has been any time
this season.
See our Pretty Grey Check 
Worsted Suits With Double
Breasted Vests in Y ung Men's




























OD SENT THE WHEEL
WAaIIx0rog, Nov. 24.-This dis-
course of Dr. Talmage Is a serums of
preparation for the =nosed *Merr-
iam of this week and In an umlaut
Way calls for the gratitude of the peo-
ple; the test. Evekiel x. 13, ''As for the
wheels, It was cried unw them In my
hearing, 0 wheel!"
Next Thursday will, by proclamation
of president and governors, be ob-
served in thanksgiving for larinDoral
naerdes. With what spirit stall we
eater upon it? For nearly a year and
a Wilt this nation has been celebrating
the tilinaph of the sword and gun and
battery. We have sung martial airs
and cheered returning heroes and
Meindsid the requiem for the slain In
battle. Methinks It will be a healthful
change if this Thanksgiving week, In
church and homestead, we celebrate
the victories of peace, for nothing was
dose at Santiago or Manila that was of
mare importance than that which In
the last year has been dam in farmer's
Seld and mechanic's shop and author's
study by those who newer wore an
epaulet or shot a Spaniard or went a
hundred miles from their own doorsill.
And now I call year attention to the
wheel of the text
MAIL It =in speck in the universe,
was set down in a big world, high
assuntaIns rising before him, deep seas
aerestIng his pathway and wild beasts
oral& of his destruction, yet he was
letesliquer. It could Dot be by physical
tad" tor compare his arm with the
diell born and the elephant's, tusk, and
liar weak he Is! It could not be by
Sliffeleel speed, for compare him to the
taladego's toot and ptarmigan's wing,
sad how slow he is! It could not be by
111671 111111 capacity to soar or plunge, for
the essdor beats him In one direction
and the porpoise in the other. Yet he
was to conquer the world. Two eyes,
flee hands and two feet were insuffi-
cient. He must be re-enforced, so God
sent the wheel.
Twenty-two times is the wheel men-
tioned In the Bible, sometimes, an he
illustrating providential move-
ment; somettmes, as in the Pashae,
crushing the bad; sometimes, as in
Judges, representing God's chadoted
memprees. The wheel that started In
Exodus rolls on through Proverbs.
through Isaiah, through Jeremiah,
threw. Nutlet. through Nahum,
thestigh the centuries, all the time
gathering momentum and splendor,
mitI, teeing what it has done for the
worlds progress and happinem, we
dap our hands In thanksgiving and
employ the apostrophe of the text,
crying, "0 wheel:"
Trianaphs at Machinery.
I call on you In this Thanksgiving
week to praise God for the triumphs of
machinery, which have revolutionized
the world and multiplied its attrac-
tions. even paradise, though very pic-
turesque, must have bees comparative-
ly dull, hardly anything going on, no
agriculture needed, for the nerved was
um; no architecture required,
they slept under the trees; DO man-
s loom necessary for the
INIMvieg of apparel, for the fashions
MOM exceedingly simple. To dress the
SIMMS could not have required ten
minutes a day.
Having nothing to do, they got into
adaddef and ruined themselves and
de race. It was a sad thing to be
tuned out of paradise, but, mace turn-
ed oak a beneficent thing to be com-
pelled to work. To help man up and
on tied sent the wheel. If turned
ahead, the race advances; if turned
lima the race retreats. To arouse your
petits& and e'en your praise I would
show you what the wheel has done for
thedissesUe world, for the agricultural
world, for the traveling world, for the
literary world "As foe the wheels, it
was cried unto them in my hearing. 0
wheelr
In domestic life the wheel has
wrought revolution. Behold the sew-
lag sseehlore It has shattered the
bessewite's bondage and prolonged
eisman's life aad added Immeasurable
advastages. The needle for ages had
~wed the eyes and pierced the
sib and made terrible =macre. To
Prepare the garments of a whole house-
hold In the spring for summer and In
the autumn for winter was an ex-
hausting process. "Stitch, stitch. stitch!"
Thomas Hood set it to poetry, but mil-
boas of persons have found It agonis-
ing prose.
Slain by the sword, we buried the
hero with "Doad March" in "Saul" and
Sags at half mast. Slain by the needle,
no one knew it but the household that
watched her healtb giving way. The
winter after that the children were
ragged and cold and hungry or In the
ahnshouse. The hand that wielded
the n' . ' - 'tten its cunning,
y had parted at the seam.
thimble had dropped from the
palsied finger. The thread of if. had
snapped and let a suffering human life
drop Into the grave. The spool was all
%swotted. Her sesrakber was digged
not with nexten's spade, but with a
sharper and shorter implement -a
needle. Federal and Confederate dead
have ornamented graves at Arlington
Heights and Rk•hinond and Gettysburg,
thousands by thousands, but It will
take the archangel's trumpet to find
the willies graves of the vaster army Cause Wer thaaos.
of wor.:en needle slain. Thirdly. I look to see what the wheel
13eskles all the sewing done for the has done for the traveling world. No
noosetwid at borne, there are nunareus one can tell how many noble and self
of thousands of sewing women. 'The smarLficing inventors have been crush-
tragedy of the needle is the tragedy of ad between the coach wheel and the
hunger and cold and Insult and home- modern locomotive, between the pad-
sickness and enleide-five acts. die and the ocean steamer.
A Cheerio' Slave. I will not enter Into the controversy
Sat I bear the rush of a wheel Wow- as to whether John Fitch or Robert
an print on the heed and sAlsres the Fulton or Thomas Somerset was the
 Inventor of the steamboat They all
Aij WOMEal suffered and were martyrs of thewheel, and they shall be honored.
John Fitch wrote:
AGREE,
A ingist in Macon, Ga., sere NI
bare gelds large quantity of Aleithises
Pod, end see never known as is-
samme where it has failed to produce the
geed results claimed for ft. All vows
pine that it makes labor shorter and ices
Mother's Friend
Is sal a chance remedy. Its good effects
wa filledily experienced by all expeetimst
Maillism who use it. Years see it posed
=ilatiatiewil stage. "nift it shaysor and lessens ohs pelmet
IM,
 is also of the grommet hose&




eggeI without causing distress. s
POIsibwriges great recuperative posw to
and her recovery is sure and
allid. Danger from rising and *livened
Imams is done away with completely.
IMO Ity anenoste hell • bath.
THE BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.
ATLANTA, GA.
Mod a,ea litormed bait a. •UpullIMNIIIMII.4
Ties BM at Jamssrt. vs. the Mat doe at
leingag me he. existence. I know at weds, as
parplexav sad vexatious to • mas it ham es a
tinbakint *de and ammeeet seadess. I import-
mimed thie lomat end quit is mesa, and bed I
bele hi my debt senses I should undoebtany have
bested the latter in ths male saannar; he, he
are mu to be tooled with both, las ma be
UAW span as the mom'uniortmate mas is the
weld.
Surely John Fitch 'was In a bad pre-
dicament If .the steamboat boiler did
not blow him \ up, his wife would. In
all ages there i are those to prophesy
the failure of any useful Invention.
You do not know what the Inventors of
the day suffer. When It was proposed
to light London with gas, Sir Hum-
phry Davy, the great philosopher, said
that he should as soon think of cutting
a slice front the moon and setting it
apes a pole to lightithe city. Through
all abuse and caricature Fitch and
rattail went until yonder the wheel
Is In motion, and the Clermont, the
first steamboat, is going up the North
river, running the distance-hold your
breath while I tell you-rrom wew
York to Albany tin 32 hours. But the
steamboat wbeei‘multiplied its veloci-
ties until the Lucania of the Cunard
isi sod the tlisiestk: of the White
has sad) the New York of the
lisdand the Kaiser Wilhelm
of the NorthrGerman Lloyd line cross
the Atlanticfocean in stx days or less,
nanassuniestioo between the two MUD-
WWI so ramie and so constant that
wirwess cane those who had been to
*BOP look on airs for the 
rest of
ilbelk mortal lives-and to me for 
many
years the most disagreeable man I cou
ld
meet was he man who bad been 
to
BuruPs, despising all American 
pic-
tured, and American music and 
Amere
min society because they had seen E
u-
ropean pictures and heard Europese
magi." and niggled la Nurevese 010.fit, memo
--....-...e.as -Loa--
- ........,__ ...........
Let go or die. That's the alternative
of the shipwrecked min with the money
bags. If there was only some one to
throw him a life preserver, he might
save both life and money. Without
help it is let go or die. A great many
people have a like alternative before
them. Business men come to a point
where the doctor tells them that they
must "let go or die." Probably he ad-
vised a sea voyage or mountain air.
Theme" an obstinate cough that won't be
sirdesstel. The lungs are weak and per-
haps Weeding. Thsre is emaciation and
other e skmirnrimilli of 
disease, which if un-
erimproperly treated terminate
is .
C=ros; men and women In a like
=Whim Imre Mind complete healing
by the use of Dr. Pierce's Golden Medi-
cal Dbeireery. It purifies the blood. It
carries off bun the system all refuse and
poisonous wetter. It gives the infected
the Mrenah to throw off disease.
sod felt Do stupid I could
" writes Miss Mary Relieve. of
., W. Va. " I had smothering
moat to our best physician. and they
iin enee einamer. I. kept growingasiarzus
seem got se week t could hardly F10 about.
Thetas I MA said I had lung trouble.
me el De. Piestirs
I beau NV mu der Inv east toldI asoovaiel
sem sad • bottle bottrao-the '
Madital ' and ' Ifweetite Prescription.'
Whim I had takes that it helped me so much I
mot end opt more. I have taken of both midi-
class altogether. lea bottles. Now my lungs do
otat hart ise, and I don't have any cough 1 am
at sow and as well a ever in my life '
Given away. The People's Common
Sense Medical Adviser is sent free on re-
ceipt of stamps to pay expense of mail-
ing oily. The book contains 1008 pages
and eoo illustrations. Send 21 one-cent
stamps for the paper bound edition, or
ai stamps for the cloth bound. Address
I. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
instrument. puts her foot on the
treadle and begins. Before the whir
aud rattle pleurisies, consumptions,
headaches, backaches, heartaches, are
routed. The needle, once an oppress-
ive tyrant, becomes a cheerful slave-
roll and rumble and roar until the.fam-
ily wardrobe is gathered, and winter is
defied, and summer is welcomed, and
the ardors and severities of the seasons
are overcome:II/winding the bobbin,
threading the shuttle, tucking, quilting,
ruffling, cording, embroidering, under-
braiding set to music; lock stitch, twist-
ed loop stitch, crocket stitch, a fasci-
nating ingenuity.
No wonder that at some of the learn-
ed institutions, like the New Jersey
State Normal school, and Rutgers Fe-
male institute, and Elmira Female col-
lege, acquaintance with the sewing ma-
chine Is a requisition, a young lady out
being considered educated until she
understands it Winter is cowing on,
and the household must be warmly
clad. 'The Last Rolle of Summer" will
sound better played on a sewing ma-
chine UMW on a piano. Roll on, 0
wheel of the sewing machine, until the
last shackled woman of toil shall be
emancipated! Roll on!
Secondly. I. look into the agricultural
world to see what the wheel has ac-
complished. Look at the stalks of
wheat and oats, the one bread for
man, the other bread for horses. Coat
off and with a cradle made out of five
or six angers of wood and one of sharp
steel, the harvester went across the
Geld, stroke after stroke, perspiration
roiling down forehead and cheek and
chest bead blistered by the consuming
sun and Up parched by the merciless
August air, at noon the workmen lying
half dead under the trees. One of my
most painful boyhood memories is that
of my father in harvest time reeling
from exhaustion over the doorstep, too
tired to eat, pale and fainting as he
sat down. The grain brought to the
barn, the sheaves were unbound and
spread on a thrashing floor, and two
men with Galls stood opposite each
other, hour after hour and day after
day, pounding the wheat out of the
stalk. Two strokes, and then a cessa-
tion of sound. Thump, thump. thump,
thump, thump, thump! Pounded once
and then turned over to be pounded
again, slow, very slow. The hens
cackled and clucked by the door and
picked up the loose grains and the
horses half asleep and dozing over the
mangers where the bay had been.
Wheel sof tb• Reaper.
But hark to the buzz of wheels in
the distance' The farmer has taken
his throne on a reaper. He once walk-
ed; DOW be rides; once workeff with
arm of flesh now with arm of iron.
He starts at the end of the wbeatfleld,
heads his bone, to the opposite end of
the field, rides on. At the stroke of
his iron chariot the gold of the grain is
surrendered, the machine rolling this
way and rolling that, this way and
that, until the work which would have
been accomplished in many days is ac-
complished in a few hours, the grain-
field prostrate before the harvesters.
Can you imagine anything more
beautiful than the sea island cotton?
I take up the unmelted snow in my
hand. How beautiful It is! But do
you know by what painstaking and
tedious toll it passed into anything like
practicality? If you examined that
cotton, you would find it full of weds.
It was a severe process by which the
seed was to be extracted from the
fiber. Vast populations were leaving
the south because they could not make
any living out of this product One
pound of green seed cotton was all that
a man could prepare in one day, but
Eli Whitney, • Massachusetts Yankee,
woke up, got a handful of cotton and
went to constructing a wheel for the
parting of the fiber and the seed.
Teeth on cylinders, brushes on cylin-
ders, wheels on wheels. South Caro-
lina gave him $50,000 for his inven-
tion, and, instead of one man taking a
whole day to prepare a pound of cot-
ton for the market, now he may pre-
pare three hundredweight, and the
south Is enriched, and the commerce of
the world is revolutionized, and over
8,000,000 bales of cotton were prepar-
ed this year, enough to keep at work
In this country 14,300,000 spindles, em-
ploying 270,000 hands and enlisting
M81.400,000 of capital
Thank you, Ell Whitney, and L S.
Chichester of New York, his successor.
Above all, thank God for their invent-
ive genius, that hits done so much
for the prosperity at the world.
••
eillity-how a tranastiantic -vrayage
so common that a sensible man woul
no more boast of it than If he ha
been to New York or Boston.
Landsaarke of Progreas.
What a difference between Joh
Fitch's steamboat, 00 feet long, and th
Oceanic, 704 L. et long! The (wee
wheel turns swifter and swifter, fillin
up the distance between the bemi
pheres and hastening the time spoke
of In the book of Revelation whe
there shall be no more sea.
While this has been doing on th
water James Watt's whist has don
as much on the laud. How well I re
member Sanderson's stagecoach, run
ning from New Brunswick to Easton
as he drove through Somerville, N. J
turning up to the postoffice and drop
plug the mall bags with ten letter
and two or three newspapers, Sande
son himself on the box, 6 feet 2 inch
and well proportioned, long lash whl
in his hand, the reins of six horses Ii
the other, the "leaders" lathered alon
the line of the traces, foam drIppin
from the bits!
It was the event of the day whe
the stage came. It was our higbes
ambition to become a stage drive
Some of the boys climbed on the grea
leathern boot of the stage, and thom
of us who could not get on shouted
"Cut behind!" I saw the old stagi
driver not long ago, and I expressed t
him my surprise that one arouna
whose head I had seen a halo of glor
In my boyhood time was only a ma
like the rest of us. Between Sander
son's stagecoach and a Chicago expresi
train what a difference, all the grea
cities of the nation strung on an iro
thread of railways!
At Doncaster, England, I saw Georg
Stephenson's first locomotive. If 1
good repair, it could run yet, but be
cause of its make and size It would bt
the burlesque of all railroaders. Be
tween that rude machine, emwlin
down the iron track, followed by •
clumsy and bouncing train, and one o
our Rocky mountain locomotives, witt
a village of palace cars, becomin
drawing rooms by day and priuceli
dormitories by night, what bewitchln
progress!
Modern Wonders.
See the train move out of one of our
great depots for a thousand mile jou
r-
ney! All aboard! Tickets cupped an
baggage checked and porters 
attentive
to every want, under tunnels 
dripping
with dampness that never saw 
th
light; along ledges where an in
ch off
the track would be the differen
ce be-
tween a hundred men living 
and
hundred dead, full head of steam 
an
two men in the locomotive charge
d
with all the responsibility of whistl
e
and Westinghouse brake. 
Clank
clank! go the wheels. Clank! clan
k
echo the rocks. Small villages onl
y
hear the thunder and see the whirl
wind as the train shoots past, a city
on the wing. Thrilling, startlin
g,
sublime, magnificent spectacle-a rail
train in lightning procession.
When years ago the railroad men
struck for wages, our country was
threatened with annihilation, and we
realised what the railroad wheel had
done for this country-over one bun-
drelandeighbanty ythoumosaunndtaminils. es ofR 0 er 11Ey1 l-
road in the United States; in one year
over a billion dollars received from
passengers and freight; White moun-
ta , id eg 
mountains, Sierra Nevadas, bowing to
the iron yoke; all the roWng stock of
New York Central, Erie, Pennsylvania,
Michigan Central, Georgia, Great
Southern, Union Pacific and all the
other wheels of the tens of thousands
of freight cars, wrecking cars, ca-
booses, drawing room cars, sleeping
ears, passenger cars, of all the accom-
modation, express and special trains,
started by the wheel of the grotesque
locomotive that I saw at Doncaster.
For what It has done for all Christen-
dom I ejaculate In the language of be
text, "0 wheel!"
While the world has been rolling on
the.eight wheels of the rail can or the
four wheels of the carriage or the two
wheels of the gig it was not until 1870.
at the Centennial exposition at Phila-
delphia, that the miracle of the nine-
teenth century rolled in-the bicycle.
The world could not believe its own
eyes, and not until quite far on In the
eighties were the continents enchanted
with the whirling, flashing, dominat-
ing spectacle of a machine that was to
do so much for the pleasure, the busi-
ness, the health and the profit of na-
tions_ The world had needed It for
8.000 years. Man's slowness of loco-
motion was a mystery. Was it of more
importance that the reindeer or the
eagle rapidly exchanged jungles or
crags than that man should get swift-
ly from place to place? Was the busi-
ness of the bird or the roebuck more
urgent than that of the Incarnated im-
mortal? No. At last we have the
obliteration of distances by pneumatic
tire. At last we have wings. And
what has this invention done for wo-
man? The cynics and constitutional
growlers would deny her this eman-
cipation and say, "What better exer-
cise can she have than a broom or a
duster or a churn or rocking a cradle
or running up and down stairs or a
walk to church with a prayer book un-
e'er uer Arnie- Ana they rattier ee-
joiee to find her disabled with broken
pedal or punctured tire half way out
to Chevy Chase or Coney Island. But
all sensible people who know the tonic
of fresh air and the health In deep
respiration and the awakening of dis-
used muscle* and the exhilaration of
velocity will rejoice that wife and
mother and daughter may have this
new recreation. Indeed life to so many
Is so hard a grind that I am glad at
the arrival of any new mode of health-
ful recreation. We need have no anx-
iety about this invasion of the world's
stupidity by the vivaciods and laugh-
ing and jubilant wheel, except that we
alwayewant it to roll In the right di-
rection. toward place of business, to-
ward good recreation, toward philan-
thropy, toward usefulness, toward
places of divine worship. and never to-
ward immortality or Sabbath desecra-
tion. My friend Will Carleton, the
poet, said what I like when he wrote:
We claim • great utility that ,!ail mum increase ,
We claim fr.,m inactivity a senidl.1,.. re'Aur ;
A constant mental, pkodcal and Herat help we
. .
!hat Mils t r-Osti,-..r,ls and re). C .1 bleat
Ii,. wheel!
Nto er 3 to ha y MN of
those rolling %t enders. I stall(' by the
wayside, far enough off to avoid be-
ing run over. and In amazement and
ccagratulation cry out. In Ezekiel's'
pbraseorogy of the text, "0 wheel!"
Miraculous Pristine( reel's.
Fourthly. 1 emit into the lioeary
world and ec what the wheel has ac-
complished. I sin more astounded
with this than anything that has pre-
ceded. Behold the almost miraculous
printing press! Do you not feel the
ground shake with the mat•hinery of
the New York. Brooklyn, Boston. Phil
adelphia. Wnshington and western
dailies? Some of us remember when
the hand ink roller was run over the
cylinder, and by great haste Htin copies
of the stooge newspaper were issued
In one day and no lives lost, put in-
vention has crowded invention and
wheel josthel wheel. 'stereotyping.
electrotyping, taking their places. Ben-
-Jai:pin Franklin's press giving way to
the Lord Stall110114. preen, and the
Washington press rind the Victory
press and the HON perfecting press
have been set up. Together with the
newspapers comes tire pueliention of
Innumerable N.M.% of eistor3-, of
poetry, of romance, of art. of travel, of
biography, of religion, dictionaries, en-
cyclopedias and Bibles. Some of these
pressmen send forth the most secureed
stuff, but the good predominates. Turn
on with wider sweep sod greater veloc-
ity, 0 wheel -wheel of light, wheel of
civilization, wheel of ('hristianity,
wheel of divine momentum!
On those four wheels-that of the
sewing machine, that of the reaper.
that of the railroad locomotive, that of
the printing press-the world has mov-
ed up to Its present prosperity.
Anti now I gather on an Imaginary
platform, as I literally did when I
preached In Brooklyn, specimens of
our American products.
Bountiful Harvests.
Here is corn from the west, a fore-
taste of the great harvest that is to
come down to our seaboard, enough for
ourselves and for foreign shipment.
Here is rice from the south, never a
more beautiful product grown on the
planet, mingling the gold and green.
Here are two sheaves, a sheaf of north-
ern wheat and a sheaf of southern rice,
bound together. May the band never
break! Here is cotton, the wealthiest














































































































of an em.pife. %Clio would think th
out of such a humble stalk there wee'
come such a luscious product? He
are palmetto trees that have In tht
pulses the warmth of stiuthern ciliate
Here is the cactus of the south, i
beat. '.11e1 and so tempting it must I
armed. Here are the products ,
AMPrit'ati mines. This is iron, this
coal, the iron representing a vast ylel
our country sending forth one ye
800.000 tops of it. the coal reuresenth
le),000 square miles of it, the in
prying out the coal, the coal omelet
the Iron. This is sliver, silver fro
Colotado and Nevada. those Wee
able yet to yield silver napkin rim
and silver knives and sliver caste
and eilver platters for all our peopl
Ilere is mica trout the quarries of Ne
Hampshire. How beautiful it looks
the sunlight! Here is cooper fro
Lake Superior. so neavy I dare not II
It. Here Is gold from N'irginla at
Georgia.
I lcok around ine on this imagine]
platform, and It seems as if the way,
of agricultural, inInernieeleal, leen
logical wie.ith teed' i., it... peitfort
anti there are foor I., all; bolo
that wall: In. 811,1 the,: nre ull. ga
landed, n ti .1 tow Is ge rla titled wit
wheat null bloesteem of itliCW, and I fit
she Is the north. and another COWES I
and her id tar is gnriailded with rit
and blossoms of innetiolin. and I tit
she Is the mouth. aud another conive I
and I feel she Is garlanded with se
weed and bloelionts of spray, awl I fit
she Is the east. 810 an otherconies I
and I find she Iii garlanded with el
of corn and radlaut with Callforu
gold, and I find she Is the west, an
coming face to face, they take off the
garlands, and they twist them togethi
Into something that looks like
wreath. but It is a wheel, the whe
of national prosperity. and I say '
an outburst of Thanksgiving joy ft
what Cod has done for the north at
the south' and the east and the wee
"0 wheel!"
At different times In Europe the
have tried to get a congress of klni
at Berlin or at Paris or at St. Peter
burg. but it has always been a tailor
Only a few kings have come. But i
this imaginary platform that I hai
built we have a convention of all tl
kines-Klue Cone King Cotton, Kit
Rive. King Wheat. King Oats. Kit
Iren, King Coal, King Silver, Kit
cold-nal they all bow ea-fore the Kit
of kireo. to setiem be nil the glory I
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Eagle Eye Salve is
snow-white ointment, pi
-tight, screw-cap tubes, am
25c by all dealers. It is knoll
the land as the best am
harmless cure for any form 1
granulated lids, styes, it
people claim that it has save
CURED IN A DA'.
"Mystic Cure" for Rheanmatism at
Neuralgia radicallyieures it in from
8 days. Its action upon the spate]
remarkable and myeterione It r
moves at once the cense and the diem
disappears. The first dot
benefits. .75 cents. Sold by I
Hardwick, druggist, Hopkinsvill
a22,3m
Sulphur is known to the medical psi
as an invaluable therapent
in all blood and skin disease
Liquid Sulphur is a clear sob
of Dissolved Sulphur with all i
medicinal and hygienic qualities retail
Littell's Liquid Sulphur Remedit
cure any skin disease on eartl
Itching Instantly, whether cause
Prickly Heat, Hive., Nettle Raid
Ivy, Bite, Sting or the most ag
case of skin diseame. For mil
Anderson & Fowler, druggists, Ill
Latham. wtf
THAT THROB a NO El KAI/AARE
Would quickly leave you if you use
King's New Life Pills. Thousand
sufferers have proved their matchlei
for Sick and Nervous Headschei
make pure blood and strong nerve
build up your health. Easy t
Try them. Only 25 cents. Mot
back if not cured. Sold by 1
Elgin, 0. K. Wyly, R. 0. Hardwicb
0. Oook and A. P. Harness
A WONDERFUL DISCOVERY.
Not only cures, but it keepe well. I
by an organized company of re
business men and has the en
of thousands of Clergymei
noted people throughout th
We speak of that wonderfu
Electropoise, and ask you
examination into the cures i
wrought. Ool. A. P. Nunally, o
Inter-Ocean, Chicago, writes
three years experience witl
only confirms the truth o
claims. I say to my friends tha
instrument is a most wonderful in
and I would not part will
if I could not get enother." Sent
for our book giving letters fron





says the. music is all ever sovereign
balm. Atli so it is, thank Mercy,
- for sore spirits But for tee aches,
i pains and wed,- eases of the body' e Johnson's -13:11se.cueit Plaster is bet-
4 tee. It eroalms, warr.s. comforts
• and 11.We. it seeks out the awe of 4
1 the tr. te.le mid acts it debt. It eon-
') taire, virtues old as history, yet never
) le for, e., eonOined as to be of the
higesst i rectieel efil. aey. Note the
iBed Cr itig on all the geunine.
) 
JOHNSON it JOHNSON,
liat.uft.;•tori.1 Cheroots, New York.
iviiita•S44.70
YOU
CAN Tili N I
anything you invent or improve; also get
CAVEAT.TIADE-MAIIK. COPYRIGHT or DESVG11
PROTECTION. Send model, sketch, or photo.
for free examination and advice.
BOOK ON PATENTS fl,esREbeIIf.oreNopeAtettnyL11
Wtr011iC.A.SIVOW & CO.





cured at home with-
out rain Book of rr-
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NALSITII TiIT I fly, Say
.b.tb.0 you wiab Oar Yew, or ime TESS BIM
Tech Seredble Starr Tres, unwersted above, rut thl,
ad out and and to as with OCR SMOAK Para reed.
elKt. your ildSt. Weird, ANL how long you 
have been
ruptured, whether rimier is large or small, Mr state
number Inches around the body on • line with the
rupture, say whether rapier. Is an right or left side,
and we will send either trues to you with the und
er
Seeding, ISIS Is am re• bel di ar err i• I
ei bst
retell Whew, thee* en. prlee,you ma return it And we
will return your money.
WRITE FOR FREI Mute CATALOGUE
er irreg. Including the Sim 510.00 Le• 
Trim S2 75
tint erfie erre say WON ar rich r 
rill SO.
444... 8E ARe, ROEBUCK it Co. CHICA
GO
$1.98 gautuo SUIT
lusts  KA1101T Dm HUI
slut ASS ails. •Ithl LA Il 911.14/111.111r tiC-
PIUS ISIS  slits AT $1,05,
A KW SIlT fill Nil Alf if oust MITT-
nit, WO ThilYA /4 T. 1"1:!"..7 
WEAl
-end to us etre es e d hey and Sky .hether
large or email forage and,, will wend 705
I. end by sprees. C. 0. D. subject to sm•
a m inatkin. se ran emunlar lint your
'spree office and II found perfectly rile
feetory ander.' le sore sr. la ya..... ter
RCN, pay your experts agent ear epeeist
We. Prier 111.105, and ester. cherves.
TNISE 1511 PANT Slifill•re for boys 4 4..
if. It ire of age re see erallid rerywher at
• S. Rade with WALE altAT as. ISISKS.
isera 19.0 style r ilireered, ore fere •
world hoer rigid. weer neletise,
Naafi* Carlineni, neat, band.ome pattern.
Ina Italian !inane. sorra Orres lairdslag. Paadt;
el Ir -.515.5410.-.515.5410. .411 eel Mien arise. ire t
aller 
. 
.• emit say boy eri 111111•1“ scald he greed sf.
Pot RIK CLATII Startle ef Irides N. tryst t
e
ii d14115, f.• towel.0.4 314, 965, contains 
fashion
plater tape measure and full Instructions how to 
order.
N..'. Ault* rade I. order Neer HAAS sp. 
Sam-
gee s
ent Ire, A •ptilleation. Addeo...
SARI, ROEBUCK & CO. (lee.), Chkad, lit




The Hind You Have Always Bought, and which %as be
In use for over 30 years, has borne the siGnature of
and has been made under his per.
1• ,4:et/ sonal supervision since its infancy.• Allow no one to deceive you hit this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and Substitutes are but Ex-
periments tied trifle with and endanger the health of
Difftnta and Children-Experience against Experiments
What is CASTORIA
Castoria Ii a substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric. 
Drops;
and Soothing Syrups. It is Harmless and Ple
asant. it
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcot
ic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destro
ys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulate
s the
Stomach and Dowels, giving healthy and natural
 bleep.
The Children's Panacea-The Mother's Friend,
CiNUINE CASTORIA ALWAYS
Bears the Signature of
The Kind You Have Always Bought
In Use For Over 30 Years.
Ttee OCINTAUOI 001111.46111 7/ new year OM.
=Mtn
I tines to use Sutherland's Eagle Eye
Salve. It is a sure and safe care for
tefiammation granulated lids or sore
eyes. Good druggists sell it.
This preparation stands unequaled as
a complexion beautifier. Removes
freckles, tan, pimples and unnatural
redness 3( free and hands. Littell's
Liquid Sulphur Ointment is entirely
tree from poisons and disagreeable
Odors Lintel's Liquid Sulphur Oint-
ment is an invaluable remedy in the
(- treatment of all skin diseases, open
\sores, chafed parse, burns, scalds and is
eepecially recommended for use after
shaving. It is soothing, antisepti8 and
healing For sale by Anderson &







No. Eat, No. 814, No. MO, Ac,
daily daily daily
Ls Hop seine 5:00 san 11:80 a m 5:0 1 pm
Am, Princen 4:oo a m 12:40 p m 7:1) pm
Ar Hen.son 9::6) a m 4:66 pin
Ar Ev'ville 10:10 a in 5:45 pm
I,v l'rin'ton 9:19 a ni
Ar. Louts'Ille 4:65 p m
1,v Prin'ton 6:06 a m









No, 341 Arrives at Hopkinsville, 9:86 • m
No ate Arrives at Hopkinstrille, rati p.m.
No. 851 Arrives at Hopkinevnie, veto pm
E. M. 8NNEWOOD, Agt
HopirinsviliN Ky
W. A. KNIXOND, A. G. P. A.,
Ky
L. i N Time Table.
SOUTH ROUND.
No. 55 Acoom'dation departs...6:15 a m
" 58 Fast line... " :00 a m
"51 Mail   " 6 :27 p m
" 91 New Orleans lim. " 12:08 a m
NORTH BOUND.
02 Chicago and St. Louis him, 9:45 a m
66:A000mmodation, arrives 8:80 p
92 Mail  9 :e3 p m
64 Vast line 10:94 p m
W. T. WISPY/ZS, T. IL KNIGHT.
Winfrt e & Knight,
Real !Estate.
Ths season of the year when people
want to buy real estate is at hand, and
we invite those who want to buy or sell
to consult this ooltunn.
We have excellent facilities for em-
dncting the business and will advertise
property put into our hands free of
charge, and will furnish prospective
customers conveyance to P•ok at prop-
erty without cost to them. Come to see
us if you want to sell, it costs you noth-
ing if you fail.
We have the following Florida lands
that we will sell at low price or ex-
change for farming land in this section:
381 acres in Pasco county, 120 acres in
Pasco county, 200 acres in Liernando
county and 160 acres in Hillsboro coun-
ty. One of the above tracts is heavily
timbered with the finest yellow pine,
and another is heavily timbered with
the pine from which they make turpen-
tine. For farther description, etc., see
us.
Stock of good, store house and resi•
deuce for sale at good towu on L & N.
R R. First-class payieg Mentos., nice
location, good neighborhood, churches
and schools convenient, residence 8
ro ms, water works and modern im-
provements, ten acres of nice ground
with residence, good reasons for selling
No. 1 residence on South Main street,
2 stories, 7 rooms, servants room, co•
tern, good 'table, fine shade trees, lot
80 by 200 feet to alley, close to bneiness
and very desirable.
Residence, 5 Mills, table, carriage
house aLd all necessary outbuilding,',
good cistern and orchard Two aeres of
land aojoining South Kentucky College,
$1,500. Will sell this place at low price
and on easy terms.
Elegant two story residence on cor-
ma of 14th and Campbell streets, fronts
feet on Campbell street by lee feet
to alley, house has 8 rr ems aud all ne-
cessary outbuildings, nice ehade trees,
flue garien and grape arbor.
Well improved suburban place with
16 acres of ground, house 5 rooms, good
cistern, stable, poultry house, carriage
house, milk house, etc., everything in
good repair. Complete set of farming
implements go with the place
Good farm 223 acres, on Nashviil,
road, 7 miles from Hopkinsville and 3
miles from Pembroke, geed two-story
brick dwelling, 6 rooms, 'good well, 2
large new barns, .tables and grainary.
This farm will be sold at a low price
and on easy terms.
Large two-story house and two acres'
of ground fronting on first street and
running back to the river.
135 acres of land 6 miles from town
near Princeton road, dwelling, two to-
bacco barns and other out buildings,
price $5 per acre.
Good residence on cx.rner of Main and
let streets, fronting 60 feet on Main by
200 feet deep. House has six ruoms,
good cistern. stable and necessary out-
buildings. For sale.
The Lindsay.' Mill property, embete-
ing a burr mill for grinding th cum
and a heat, two good reside-a-es, I we
cisterns and all necesiary otat•nnotitee
and 30 acres of land, situated on Little
River, on a line between Christian and
Trigg counties, near Pee Dee, Ky. This
property will be soid at a low price and
on reasonable terms.
House and lot on 17th street, in good
neighborhood and close to business.
price $600.
A fine tract of liver bottom land sit-
uated on west bank Cumberland river
about three miles below Canton, Trigg
county, Ky., and containing 680 acres
This property has five good tenant
houses and five good barns and cisterns
This land will be sold either am a whole
or in tracts to suit purchaser sue a' a
low price and on reasonable terms. .
60 acres of fine land just outside to.1
gate on Palmyra road. $65 rer acre.
Farm of 107 acres of good land 2!,',
miles northwest of Hopki 1.1141111e, in gc ol
neighborhood. Land in good condition,
good dwelling, five rooms, smoke house,
stables, barn. etc. A bargain at $1,;00
60 acres of rich land just outside the
city limits, well watered and fenced.
WIll be sold at a bargain.
Nice house and lot on West 19th se
Prism $860.
8 tracts of land near Bennsetatown,
shout 900 wren: Will be eonverted into
2 or 1; tracts Sold on ea -y terms.
House and lot on 3rd street in Hap
kiusville, Ky., near public school bu:Id
ing. Price $750.
House and lot on corner of Broad and
Thompson streets. Liopkinsetlie Ky
Price WO.
A nice cottage on 4th St , four rooms
and kitchen, porch, good outosouoao and
cistern, price $100.
Cottage on 3rd St., "cheap" at pm
Good cottage on Bros i and Thempson
Ste , four rooms, good eistern and nut.
buildings, large lot, price $600.
Two good residence lots on Main St.
in Hopkinaville, well located. The on•
ly vacant tote on West side of Main St.
for sale at a low price
Otte. Good home with 4 large rooms, 2
porohee, cistern outbuildings, shade
and front trees, Price $1,400.
Au elegant farm of 115 acres of land,
en good public road, in one of the best
neighborhoods in South Christian, con-
venient to postoffice, schools and
churches, in a high state of cultivation,
good dwelling 6 rooms and hall, one
large tobaoco barn, good stables and
cow houses, 2 new cabins, smoke house,
hen house, buggy house, new wire
fence, nice young orchard, grapes, rasp-
berries and strawberries, plenty of wa-
ter, very desirable, will be sold cheep
and on easy terms.
House and lot 60x200 feet on Second
street. House with 4 rooms, porch, cis-
tern and outbuildings. Price $1,000,
House and lot on Second street 60x200
feet. House lass 7 rooms, porch, cistern
and outbuildidgs. Price $1,200.
Some beautiful vacant lots on Walnut
street.
' Nice house and lot on Brown street.
Price $800.
400 acres of desirable farming land in
Montgomery county, Tenn., heavily
timbered, 10 miles from Howell, Ky.
Price $5.00 per acre.
Some of the most desirable property
in Hopkinsville, fronting 167 feet on
Main street, suitable for either business
or residence property.
Fine farm of 2e5 acres in neighbor-
hood of Howell, Ky., at a great bargain.
Good farm of 265 acres of land in one
, mile of Howell, Ky.
155 acres of land near Olarkstrille
I pike, 3 miles from Hopkituiville. $45
r per acre. Very desireable.
Good 300 acre farm close to Montgom-
eras, Trigg county, Ky. 2 dwellings, ice
house, barn, stables, good outbuildings,
3 ponds, young orchard, 50 scree at tim•
ber. Very desirable farm and well
located at a bargain.
Very desirable suburban residence,
house two stories, 8 rooms, new amid in
good repair, about 7 acres of land, just
outside the city limits on one of the best
streets.
New 5 room house and 2 lots on 19th
street, good cistern, stable and all ne-
cessary outbuildings. Price for both
$1,000
House and lot on Brown St. Desira-
bly located. Price $800.
A two story oottage on South Camp-
bell St , lot 7011864 feet,fivo bed moles,
sitting rocm, dining room, kitchen, lock
room and four porches, on first floor;
sour bed rooms, two lumber rooms and
a sewing room: on seoond floor; also
splendid dry cellar lex14 feet with brick
wall. aod floor, good cistern coat house,
meat house, kindling house and servant
house. TERMS-One third cash, ban
ance in four equal annual payments,







sent free. You can make a splendid
Hypnotizer at once. Address M. Young.
MI Henry St., Brooklyn. N. Y.
:.` PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
Clem., and beautifies the MIL
Promote* • Insurer growth.
Never Palls to Regtors Gray
Hair to its Youthful Oolor.
CLAW Im-ap &down a hoe lalluto
Aor.and 1 ,./11{









telling how to prepare delicate
and delicious dishes.
kddr•-an 1.101)14 Co., P. 0. Hoz 1718, New T k
Nasal
CATARRH
In all Its stages there
should be clean:niers.
Ely's Cream Balm
cleanses,boothee and h., Cs
Ole disea,Led membrane.
It cores uatarrh sod dritmi
sway a cold la the bead
quickly.
Cream Indm I. placed ism the nestrits, spreads
over the membrane and is ataorbed. Reuel.
mediate an..I a cure follows. It is Dot drying
Mt produce sneezing. Large Size, 60 cents a
t
gists or by mail; Trial Size, lamina by man.
ISHOTIIEltS, 56 Warren street. New
Hunter Wood. Hunter Wood, Jr.
HUNTER WOOD & SON.
Attorneys-at-Law.







*err mid right also
number Inch. around
uody et hod and art,
and we will send this
Oredirl Medi sr to
jou by ender. C.
O. O., 01•10.1 es.
swirliest. 1 on ran
ermine and try it
on at your neater
Speer office Ind
if found perfestly
satisfac t o ry, et.
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 R. R. at Carsky. Will idl iirnbr""`"'d "ith "
""b. "d bia.erg
inches 4i;sfit sw.rp.
1044 100 acres of land between Nashville • 
bInS, his. 
dn. T azIticed. Trimmed MI around with
extra
P.. heavily interlined with waddled
Irri• Amu Crab raterme. A
A 
rziesuretrl.SLIIIIDIR
Will often cause a horrible Burn,'
Scald, Cat or Bruise. Beaten's Arnical
/
naive, the best in the world, will kW td e
pain end promptly heal it. Cures Old,
Sores, Fever Soree, U lcers, Boils, Fel-
one, Oorns, all Skin Eruptions. Boa
Pile cure on earth. Only 25 col. a box.
Sold by L L. Elgin, 0 K Wyly, R 0.
Hardwick, J. 0. Coot and A. P. Har-
ness, druggists. Cured guaranteed.
The firrt time you feel -or see-any•
thing wrung with your eyes is the right
FOR SALE
A fine farm for sale, 900 acres lying 8
Stiles west of Hopkinaville on the °Adis
turnpike. All buildings new, good for
Mop or stook raising. Apply to J. 0
Obildr_essiHopkinsville, Ky.
.. -
$42 Mod Of Presents.
For bOo worth of work, we are giving
sway Watches, Bicycle., Sewing Ma.
chines, Gun, 8z3, & •, to introduce our
paper Pastime, a high class illustrated
paper of from 16 to 82 large pages; 64
to 138 ohioe Good Stories, Literature,
Art, Humor, Letters of Travel in For-
eign Land., &c, and all you have to do
Ito get 42 worth of presents is to get 20
i subecrieers at 10, each. Send 10o in
1stamps for full particulars, long list of, presints and our paper, Pastime for 6
1 months. Address the Pastime 00.,
Louisville, Ky.
TWO FARMS FOR SALE.
We have in our hands for .ale two
South Christian farms cheap and o
reasonable terms
1. A farm near Beverly, Kentucky
containing 255 acres, with comfortable
improvements. Same farm on which
R. T. Moore reside, and which former-
ly b longed to him.
2 A farm near Garrettaburg. Ky,
containing 112 acres-fair improve*
ments-good neighborhood-the T. S.
Rived' farm.
HUNTER WOOD & SON.
Fey. John Reid, Jr., of Great Falls,
Mont., recommended Ely's - Cream
Balnl to me. I can emphasize his state-
ment, "It is a positive cure for catarrh
I? used as directed "-Rev. Francis W.
Poole, Pastor Central Presbyterian
church, Helena, Mont.
After using Ely's ()ream Balm six
weeks I believe myself cured of catarrh.
Joseph Stewart, Grand avenue, Buffalo,
N.Y.
The Balm does not irritate or cause
sneezing. Sold by druggists at 50 cts.




in family of two. In-
quire at 9th St. Meat
Market.
Littell's Liquid Sulphur Soap reducer
o a minimum the danger of contrectin
contagious disease. For the toilet an
bath it is without an equal. It is rapid
ly acquiring first place in the favor o
all who use it as an incomparable she
ing soap. 10 Oents. For sale by An,
derson & Fowler, druggists, Hotel Ln'
them. wit 11,
l‘
$2.76 BOX RAIN COA
t.r:otrt.sAM"ritairaft.'
SEND NO MONEY. on LW'and send
sire sr haler ised right, mar
Mabee wart body briset. Woo
vest sir rel. der ir sew arra,
sr will send yea thiserem=
tea,,subject le
antra sad try IS en ea year
enema *Mee, s.dfrlierd
as represseled sed dr alla
Wag yes err law sr bred ef,
real is way rat yes re hey
Skid, ria r ktiberaireee 
agentArial*
721111111 eghrar ;L1179811 Is laird I
style, troy /Wag, made front
waterer{ re isa., gemion. Orr
Clelb; full length, double
sager velvet roller, fancy Vis.w.
waterproof sewed Sart
both Sala er Owersest, and
1111R.T111T TSAR ere eared y
any otber boas. Sir Tees Oar
of lier•si iseldialleabes up le
and metirtomeessre Suite and 0
ears front ON 1oU5,15, writ*
PR= SARNIA WM Sr PIS.
ISA ROEBUCK e Co. deco CHiCato0
OMR OMB* d ibureedbl•rellebbarilley , •
,roman Who Loves To
Entertain
riends always stri,es to make
ining to:an at hmodaome and
ctive as
n rich buffet.% Arne closet-, an I
n find the iandsomest
possible, and .ehe snows
chairs ,ind tables for the leekt
ti (n)c. itour f ficno,imipurrebni et in, rtse di amid
artistic at lee snd *hap" e •











Before You Buy by all means
See Our Stock of
Dress Goods
And TRIMMINGS.
No other line ever approached them in this city.
Our immense stock of Furs, Jackets, Golf Capes
andaLadies BEADY-MADE SUITS, Shirts and
Waists enables us to offer you better selections
of Styles, Colors and Prices. LLINF RY- -
Remember we sell Hata, etc., cheeps r than our


















Correct in style and fit Made of White'
best Box (:alf. Solid leather counters.
Double Scotch soles. Good year welt.
Leather lined. New Engiish Coin and
Plain Common Sonse Too Hub Goring.
Lace and Plain. Making altogether the
most comfortable and desirable boot ever
shown on this market We are sole agents
for this bootee.
J. T. Wall & Co.
Na.ves
41 (girt*
NOV IS THE CHANCE
TO GET
TheNew Werner Edition of
ENCYCIAMIA BRITANNICA
Every Subject under the Sun is
treated In the Enlarged and Perfected
Edition of the -
ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA.
'THE KNOWLEDGE OF THE WHOLEVORLD COMPRESSED INTO 5 FEET OF BOOK SHELF."
THIRTY ROIAL. OCTAVO VOLUMES.
 1 23,2/ Pages. Over 12,000 Illustrations II 
THE "UST ACHIEVEMENT OF AMERICAN SCHOLARSHIP.
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